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Viewpoint

Education in older America
The " graying of America" is a phrase increasingly u~e d by researchers, educators, social ser·
vice and heailh professionals, po liticians, and pol icy makers at all levels o f government. It Is also
becoming fami liar in the popu lar literature and appearing, 1f not explicitly
,
at least by Inference, In
the mass med ia. The graying of Americ a refers to the demographic fact that older Americans are
becoming a larger and proportionately more significant segment of American society.
Whereas in 1900 persons 65 years of age and older numbered three mi llion and comprised only
4 .1 percent of the population. today slightly more than one of every ten Americans, o r nearly 22 1h
million persons tall into that age category. By the year 2000 the number of older Americans will have
grown to 30.6n,millio or one of every eight persons. When the year 2036 arrives, it is estimated that
nearly 17 percent of the American population will be 65 years and older. Within that age bracket, the
fastest grow ing group are those persons aged 75 years and older. By the year 1990 the " old·old, " or
persons 75 years and older,
l wil comprise nearly 4.7 percent of the total population. That figure Is
roug hly the same as that for the total aged population in 1900. Fu nctional old-age has crept well Into
the seventh decade wh ile our attitudes and policies have clu ng to a chronologica
l
anachronism.
Thus, as American society ages, it is becoming increasingly nec essary to alter our views of the aged
and the meaning of growing older.
These demographic shifts are d ramatic since they will potentially impact every major American
institution. We are on the th reshold of change which the United States will and must move from be·
Ing a " youth·oriented" society to one which balanc es the needs, preferences, and well-bei ng of its
dependent young and old whi le reckoning the costs such changes Incur tor those in thei r middl e
years. Institu tional changes which take into account the needs ol the olderpopulation and the
issues o f aging are now emerging. They are most observable in the healt
h and social services sec·
tors which, under the mandates o f the Older Americans Act and related legislation, are addressing
many of the problems o f o lde
r Americans. Educational instit utio ns are on ly now recognizing the fac t
that they too will be affec ted by the graying o f America.
Perhaps no American inst itu tion has been so o riented to the young by desig n and purpose as
educational insti tutions. Because o f the need for preparing the yo ung to enter the world of work and
to participate as responsible, informed, and productive citizens, institu tions of higher·education particularly have focused attention upon the young. That need wi lt continue, but the necessity for
responding to the educational needs of an older population will become more prevalent. For
colleges and universities, education in an olde r America presents a twofold problem. First, the
demand for training relevant to working with aged persons in a variety of contexts and settings will
increase. Universit
ies
and co llege
s
will be looked to 10 provide such training. Second, it will be
necessary to find an appropriate fit between the educational demands o f an o lder
n popu lat io and
existing educational programs.
The demands upon colleges and universities wi ll not simply mean a shift in the age structu re of
the classroom. Rather, they will involve more fundamental changes in the mode and delivery of
education and training. It will become increasingly necessary to develop non·tra.dlHonal modes of
education and training which give greater emphasis to the priorities, schedules. and geographical
limitations of an older popu lation. It may be necessary to move more frequently outside the ivy halls
If the educational needs of an o lder population and the on-going training needs of those serving the
elderly are to be me t effectively. A wide r and more diverse range of motivations tor seeking
education and training wi ll have to be accommodated . Hard decisions about whether to create
special educational programs for ihe aged or to develop programs which in tegrate all ages into ttle
learning process will have to be made. In some cases the physical facil ities which house
educational activi ties will require modification. In short, the tacit assumption that education and
training mainly entails a fou r-to·li ve year stay on a campus where the student enrolls
In,
moves
through, and graduates from a fairly structured program of study in preparation for entering the
adultrld
wo
no longer simply apply.
wil l
It is unlikely
thal
a graying o f che campus will occur in the near future, if at all. However. ii
universities and col leges are to be responsible to their missions, they must recognize the value and
reality of the silver strands among the gold, red, and brown, whether they be found on the campus or
in the commu nit y.
George R. Peters
Guest editor
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be Questioned
. Researchers and service providers,
The question of whether
regard less of their academic backgrounds and experience
have special significant and mutual concerns which tend
gerontology is an emerging
to suggest that gerontology may indeed qualify as a new
branch of knowledge. Some of these underlying lhema
include an examination of variables which contribute to
new discipline or a variation
or hinder the quality of an ind ividual's
life
in old age, a
concern for the social environment and its impact on perof older ones
sons who are increasingly being separated from it, the
psychological consequences of retiremen t as one of the
is being debated.
last major rites of passage, the social world of widows and

Tracing
the historical
growth of
gerontology
By David B. Oliver,
Jocelyn M. Eckerman
and Richard S. Machalek

This paper traces the development of gerontology as
a field of study. Although increasing evidence ol the con·
vergence of writing and thought into a collective body of
knowledge currently exists, the question of whether
gerontology Is an emerging new discipline or a variation of
older ones is still being debated. However, the proliferation of research and training effor ts under the banner of
"gerontology," the formation of a number and variety of
"Centers for Aging " and "Gerontology Insti tutes," the establishment of national, regional and state professional
societies, and the publication of a significant number of
journals related directly or indirectly to the field of aging
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widowecs ho after a lifetime of sharing now face life as
singles in a couple-oriented culture, changes In healt
h
(physical
and mental) which may not diminish one's ability
to function normal ly in old age, and so on. Yet as these
developing interests and concerns parallel the demographic explosion of more and more older persons In
our population, there are those who would argue that, in
spite of the exponential growth of professional societies,
research s tudies, gerontology centers, and publications, a
new d iscipline is not destined to emerge. They suggest
that each discipl ine-be it sociology, psychology, bi·
ology, social work, economics or political science-will
continue to explore the dimensions of aging from its own
perspective and approaches, and that a well defined field
cutting across disciplines Is theoretically and organiza·
kely.
tionally un li
This debate over gerontology's current and future
development provides the basis for this paper. By examining some of the historical events which have influenced
the growth of gerontology within the framework of certain
soc iology of knowledge considerations, perhaps we can
understand more clearly the circumstances under which
gerontology's future will be decided.
Sociology of Knowledge Considerations
The sociology of knowledge may be useful In aiding
our understanding of the growth of gerontology. The
production, distribution, anel consumption of knowledge
about aging are processes that are influenced by the
social and historical conditions under which they occur.
Therefore, we would expect social factors, in general, and
political and economic conditions, in particu lar, to shape
the coucse of the development of gerontolpgy. f'.pr exa·m·
pie, changes in the demographic compositi0.o-0f a society
will bring into play new political and econom ic interests.
As the aged gain greater demographic representation they
can be expected to gain political and economic signifi·
cance. In part, this involves a demand for new knowledge
about the place of the older person in contemporary
society. Comparable demands by blacks and women in
the last two decades have led to the growth of a considerable amount of new knowledge about race and sex
role stcatification. In all likelihood the pol itical and economic enfranchisement of the aged wi II stimulate de·
mands for greater knowledge about aging in all its aspects.
The demand for new gerontological knowledge
having been established, social forces continue to cond ition the kinds of scientific and scholarly questions that
are raised and the kinds of research that are sponsored.
The representation of various disciplines within gerontology clearly illustrates this principle. Scientific labor in
gerontology is divided among biologists, physicians,
sociologists, psychologists, economists, and political
scientists among others. As Karl Mannheim (1936) inEducational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1, Fall, 1980
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FIG. 1
PIONEER EFFORTS
Pre-1940
EVENTS

CONTRIBUTORS
E. ~"1etchnikoU
A. Ouetelet
Pavlov
G.S. Hall
Sir Francis Ga1to
1'
R. Pearl
C.Mlnot
1.L. Nasher
E.V.Cowdry

PUBLICATIONS

B. Frankltn

International Health Exhibition
In London .............. , • .. 1884
Na.Mr coins "gerlauics" . . . . . . . 1909
Pavlov's S tudies in classic
conditioning .•• ,,,.. ..
. . 1920s
Lill ian Martin
ed establish first
old ago counseling cen ter
In San Francisco . .
Late 20s
Rybnlkov coins "gerontology" .. 1929
Townsend Movement . . . ... _. . 1930
The Depression . • . . . . . . . . . • Early 30s
Stanford/Law Maturity Research
Project (Miles
and Associates) . . . . . . . . . Early 30s
Soc'81Se<:unty Act . . . . . . . . . . . • 1935
Club IO< R~arch in Aging
(Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation) .. 1939

structed, each discipline rep1esents a particu lar "per·
spec tive," a poin t of view on the problem at hand. Each
discipline brings to gerontology its chosen assumptions,
vocabularies, and methods- in short, its tradition s. As
physicians may ponder the vu lnerabilities of the aged to
certain diseases, sociologists may note the privileged
exemptions that upper class aged enjoy from such
diseases, while lhe psychologist focuses on problems o f
personal adjustment that these d iseases may bring. In this
case, the same Issue (disease) is conceived very dil·
ferently depending on where one stands in the division of
scientific labor. In principle, gerontologists could take
heart from this di11ersity, whatever communication and
"territorial" problems it may introduce. Mannheim himself
championed the epistemological advantages of converg·
ing on a phenomenon from a number of vantage points or
perspectives. In fact, Mannheim argued that only by ad·
duel ng evidence from several perspectives (in this case
disciplines) can we hope to gai n a more comprehensive
view of any "object" (phenomenon). This is because the
mental horizons of any one perspective are always
delimited by social and historical boundaries. In a more
recen t s tatement Robert Wuthnow (1976) suggests that
cultural and Intellectual creativity are d irectly dependent
on di scourse among th inkers who represent ditferent per·
spectives. If this Is true, the very diversity ol the dtsct·
plines that comprise gerontology shou ld serve this new
science ol aging well.
If general societal conditions of a political and
economic nature and disciplinary traditions shape the
quest for gerontological knowledge, the biographical
Idiosyncrasies of any given researcher will also impri nt
themselves on his or her work. The experiences that ac·
company the responslblflty of caring for an aging and
dependent parent, the recollection of a rich chi ldhood
Fall, 1980
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16•5-HISl ory of Lil• and Death/Bacon
1835- 0n the Notvre of Man and the De·
velopment of His Faculties/

Oue1c1e1
1869-Heredltary Genius/Galion
1908- Th& Profongorlon of LifelMe
t
chnlkoff
1908-Tho Problems of Age, Growth and
Dearh/Mlnot

1922-SMC$Cence/Hall
t922-Blo/ogy ol D"ath!Pearl
1929- The Problem ol rhePsychology
Of Ag81Rybnikov
t933-ArW/o$Clerosls: A Survey ol the
P1o~m/Covldry

1939-Problemsol Agmg!Cowdry

with a vigorous grandparent, or the anticipation of o ne's
own old age in a youlh·oriented soc iety often help inspire
career commitments to the study of aging. Perhaps tess
poignantly but equally effective, one's mentor, one's
graduate or professional institu tion, or even o ne's areas of
early research may establish the path along which a career
moves. Gerontologis ts, as any o ther scientists, are not im·
mune to such biographical influences on their work. In
summary, the g rowth and development of gerontological
knowledge does not take place in a social vacuum. Rather,
the questions gerontology laces, the methods and research strategies gerontologists employ, and the research
conclusions gerontologists draw will a1,.,ays be con·
strained by the social context within which the research is
conducted. The growth and nature of gerontolog ical
knowledge, like the rest of culture, stands in dialectical
relation to the society lrom which It emerges. Thus, in order to obtain an understanding of the " state of the art" in
gerontology, it is necessary to examine the various as·
peels of its growt h to the present time.
Tracing the Growth
A number o f geron tologists (Birren, 1959; Streib and

Orbach, 1967; Birren and Clayton, 1975; Hend ricks and
Hendricks, 1977; Maddox and Wiley, 1976; Schwartz and
Peterson , 1979; Reige l, 1977) have examined various
facets of historical development in the field of aging. In
this paper the contributions of these authors are combined into: 1) Pre-1940, Pio
neer Efforts; 2) 1940-1954, Early
Development; 3) 1955·1964, Research and Organization;
4) 1965-1974, Education; and 5) t975 to the Present, an
Emerging Discipline. From Its Inception as a field of
study, gerontology has assumed a distinctly multidisci·
plinar1 nature. The disciplines of biology, psychology, and
sociology have been, and remain, major sources of geron·

3
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FIG . 2
EARLY DEVELOPMENT
1940·1954
EVENTS

CON TRIBUTORS

Unit on gerontology established in NIH

(later became the NIA). . .

1940

Conferences on Aging held by:
American Osteopsychlalfic Assoc.
Medical Clinics of North America

American Chemical Society

E. Steiglit
z
L.K. Frank
L.S. Cottrel

o. Pollack
R.S.Cavan

A.I.glan
s ln

P.8 .. Medawar

R. Hav
ighufSt

L. Simmons

R. Albrecht

NIH . . . . . . . . .
Early 40s
Social Sc
i ence Research Council
establlshed the "Committee on

Social Adjustment in Old Age" 19<3
Gerontological Society
es1ablished . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 19•5
Journal of Gerontology published . 1945

PUBLICATIONS
1945-"Size, Shape and Age"IMedawar
1945-rhe Role 01 the Aged ;n Primitive
Se>cieties/Slmmons
1948-Social Adius1mer11 i11 Old
AgelPollack
1948-Personat Adjustment i n Old
Ago/Cavan

1952-"General Physiotogy''ILanslng
1953- 0 /der Peop/e/Havighurst

1954-Geriatrlc
10iglitz
Medic/11e/S

Establishment of the Internationa
l
As s~ia tlon

of Gerontology

in Liege, Belgium .... .. .... . . 1946
Olv~slon of Psychological and Social

Sciences established In the
Gerontological Se>ciety . .

1952

tological research, and knowledge. As will be seen, the
disciplinary and educational interest s and needs of geron·
nes
as well.
tology have expanded to include other d iscipli
An examination of historical events and contributions pro·
vide evidence for the emergence of gerontology as a re·
spect ed and needed field of study. Figures 1 through 5 de·
pict, within each growth period, major examples o f con ·
tributors, publications and importan t social and his torical
events which converged into a growing body of knowl ·
edge.
Pioneer Efforts
Francis Bacon's " History of Life and Death ,'' pub· ,
lished In 1645 Is o ften cited as one of the first scien tific
attempts to explore processes of agi ng (S treib and Orbach, 1967). Some scholars have cit ed evidence from
and epitaphs as Indicative of the first
Greek literatu
re
systematic concerns wi th aging as a phenomenon (Hen·
dricks and Hendricks, 1977), and given the earl y develop
ment of the major sciences it is not surprising that
physics and biology were among the first disciplines to
r conconsider issues of aging . Biologists in particula
tributed much of the early research in g eronto
logy.
into the twentieth century, psychologists
Early
became active in aging research and writing. In 1922 the
" Biology of Death .. and "Senescence .. became the basis
for fu ture work, and a Russian psychologist, Rybnikov,
coined the term "gerontology" in his 1927 book "The
Problem of the Psychology of Age" eib
(Str
and Orbac
h,
1967). In 1928, Mites and Associates ini tiated psycholog·
ical studies of aging in connection wi th the Stanford Later
Maturity Researc h Project (Reigel, 1977).
The medical community, t oo, was instrum ental in ad·
dressing gerontological issues in the early part of th is
4
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century. lgnatz L. Nascher coined the term "geriatrics" In
1909 and thus pioneered the development of this new
fi eld . Nascher was also interested in the social conditions
of the aged and was one of the first physicians to become
actively involved in social medicine. Cowdry·s
lerosis:"Ar·
r iosc
te
A Survey of the Problem" (1933), and
l ems of Ageing .. (1939) followed this tradi tion and
" Prob
became c lassics.
Although a number of important historical events are
identi fied in Figure 1, The Town send Movement and the
Social Secu rity Act of 1935 are perhaps the most notable.
In partial response to the Great Depression, the Social
Security legislat
i on both acknowledged a major problem
of aging individuals and community survival in America
and later served to place older persons into a cohort of
" retired'. citizens who began to assume an identity which,
for the first time, was not linked to occupation or
"calling." Subsequently, this cohort and the many sub·
groups wi th in it becam e the object of intense study from a
number of disciplinary perspectives.
Early Development
While the pioneers influenced the early growth of
gerontology as a field of study, extensions of their efforts
and the emergence of new directions occurred in the
1940s with the establishment of a number of important
committees, research g roups and associations. Edward J .
Steiglitz, a physic ian, became the head of the newlyhed "
est ablis
Un it in Gerontology" in the National
et Ins itut
of Health in 1940. The year prior, the Club for Research in
Ageing was formed which was supported by the Josiah
Macy Jr. Foundation. Lawerence K. Frank provided leader·
ship and direction to research programs emphasizing the
Ed ucational Considerations
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area of social medicine and which
later
encouraged
theConsiderations,
Research
andFull
Orga
Litz and
Sparkman:
Educational
vol. 8(1)
Issuenization
development of "social geron tology."
Stieglitz
used the
Research in the field of aging gained increasing
term "social gerontology" in a 1948 paper which later bemomentum in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Efforts were
came a major part of his 1954 book "Geriatric Medicine."
made to consolidate the findings of researchers into
By the 1950s "gerontology" was a term appearing with
single publications in order lo achieve greater use and
regularity and frequency In scientific and popular journals.
visibility. Additionally, a number of major universities and
institutes initiated inter-university training programs in or·
In 1943 the Social Science Research Council estab·
der to systematically address Issues of aging, to increase
fished the "Committee on Social Adjustment In Old Age"
the number of scientists in the field, to encourage course
which In 1948 published a " Research and Planning Re·
offerings in aging, 10 attract students to pursue careers in
port" (Blrren, 1959). In 1945, the Gerontological Society
aging, ano to publish systematic summaries of existing
was establlsheel and the first issue of the "Journal of
studies on various dimensions of aging.
Gerontology," the official journal of the society, was
The Michigan Inter-University Training Institute in
published. A year later the Gerontological Unit o f the
Social Gerontology, the Langely Porter Neuropsychiatric
National Ins titut
e o f Health and the Nuffield Unit tor
lnstllute, the University of Californiahool
Medical Sc
, the
Research Into the Problems of Aging at the University o f
University o f Chicago, Duke University, University of
Cambridge each attracted a number of scientists who
Southern California, the Institute for Community Studies
later Influenced the field of aging (Birren and Clay
lon,
(Midwest Council for Social Research in Aging), Cornell
1975). In 1948 U1e international Association of Geron·
University, and Penn State University were among the in·
tology was founded in Liege, Belgium. And finally,
the
In
stltulions developing early research projects and training
early 1950s Presiden t Truman e~pressed great concern
programs in gerontology. These institutions, with a
aboul the problems of Older persons in America. His con·
growing number of additional ones, continue to influence
cerns led to a series of issue meetings which were precu rthe growlh of gerootologlcal sludies in the United States.
sors to lhe later 1961 and 1971 White House Conferences
Five major edited works emerged around 1960 which
on Aging.
became baseline books In the field: " Handbook of Aging
Adding to the work and interests in aging manifested
and the Individual" (1959), " Handbook of Social Geronin the fields of biology, physiology and medicine, psycho!·
tology" (1960), " Aging In western Society" (1960), and
ogists, sociologists and anthropologists began to show a
"Prooesses ol Aging " (two volumes, 1963). These volumes
keen interest In aging studies as reflected by such classic
consolidated research papers and findings into single
works as "The Role of the Aged in Primitive Societies"
collections which Identified !he state of lhe art, became
( 1945), "Personal Adjustment to Old Age" (1948). and
fundamental training resources and served as catalysts
" Older People" (1953).
for future research in the field. In 1961 "The Geron-

FIG. 3
RESEARCH AN D ORGANIZATION
1955-1964

EVENTS

CONTRIBUTORS

Kansas City Study of Adult Life .. 1956
Midwest Council for Social
Research In Aging/Institute tor
Community Studies . .... .. .. .
University of Chicago ... .

University of California Medical .

Langtoy Porter Neuropsychiatric
Institute.... . . .
Duke University ............... .
Unlverslly of Michigan . . .
Cornell ..... ... .. . .. , ....... . .
PonnState .. ..... .......... . .
The Gerontologist published.... 1961
White House Conference

on Aging .. . . .. . . . . . .

1961

Z. Btau
A. Comtori
J .E. Anderson
B. Kutnor
L.Cain
C. Tibbits
J. Birren

E. Burgess
E.Cumming
w. Henry
A. Rose
w. t>otorson

A. Ha1>ens1eln

J. Krebs

M.F. Lowenlhal
H. Oroach
G. Streib
W. Oonahue
N. Sho
ck
C.B.orsVe de
R.H. Williams

R. Klecmeier

G. Maddox
C. Eisdorter

PUBLICATIONS

1956-The Bio logy of Senescence/
Comfort
1956-Psychologicaf Aspects of Aging!

Anderson
1956-500 OvttrSlxtylKulner
- HaMbook
t959- "Tho Sociology of Aglng"/Caln
1 959
ol Aging and the
lndividual/Blrren
1960-HanrJbook ol Socia/ Gerontology!
Tibbits
1960 - Aglng In Weslern Society!
Burgess
1961-Growlng Old/Cumming and Henry
t962-Agln9 Around the World/Proceed·
1ngol the Filth Congress of the

lnrernatlonal ASsociatiOn of

Gerontology(Tibbitsand Oona·
Early60s' "'L&te50s
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1963-GerontologyfVedders
1963-Proe&sses of Aglr>g/Wllliams,
Tibbi ts~ and Donahue
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ED UCATION
1965-1974
EVENTS
Ol<Jer Americans Act . . • . .
Medicare/Medicaid Legislation.

CONTRIBUTORS
1965
1966

Proliferation of M.A. and B.A,

programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Late 60s
Maggie Kuhn organizes the
Gray Panmers . . . . . .
White HousoConfcronco
on Aging . ... . .

1969
1971

National l nstltut
o on Aging

torme<I ... . . . , . . . . . .. . . .

1974

M. Clar
k
B.G. Andorson
J. Rosow
O. Kent
B. Nougarten
T. Plhlblad
E.W. Busto
R.C. Atchley
V.L. Bengston
J . Bo1w lnlc~

101ogls1" became tha second journal to be published by
the Gerontological Society providing an addi tional
training and research resource for social and behavioral
scientists.
In 1962, Jhe proceedings of lhe 5th Congress ol the
International Association of Gerontology (held In San
Francisco in 1960) were published in a series en!ltled
"Aging Around the World." These four edited volumes
demons1rated lhe growing diversity ol the field and Jhe
collective rnteresl of scientists from a range of disciplines
around the world. The diverse disciplinary contribullons
are reflected in the titles: " Social and Psychological
Aspects of Aging," "Social Welfare of the Aging,"
" Biological Aspects of Aging," and " Medical and Clinical
Aspects of Aging." These volumes also became training
materials for the students and faculty participating In the
growing number of gerontological training programs
around lhe ooun lry.
The publlc sec1or
formally
and politically expressed
increasing ooncern around Issues o f ag ing through the
1961 White House Con ference on Aging. This conference
produced a number o f recommendations to Congress
which ultimately Influenced the passing of the Older
Americans Act of 1965. With the formation of the Ad ·
ministration of Aging within the Department of Health,
Education and Wellare, the mandating of state units on
aging and tl'le subsequent (1973) establishment of a net·
work of regional Area Agencies on Aging rn every s tate,
the need for applied training in aging as wen as academic
con~rns grew to be a major issue of the '70s. Most Im·
portantly, the provision of training funds became available
in large and fairly dependable amounts.
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M.Johnson
A. Foner
E. Palmore
R. Binstock

0 . Cowgill
J. Britton
M.W.A
i ley
E. Shanas
G. Youmans

M. Kuhn

PUBLICATIONS
1965- 0lder People and Their Social
/Cla rk
World/Rose and Petorson
Aging SOcfa//ntogrotlon
1967- Cultrue and 1967OI t/18 Agt>d/RQSQVi
t 967-0llJ'1 Runt/ AmericansNoum:iM

1968 - Aging ond Society/Ri ley
1968- 0/dar People in Three Industrial
et. al.
Societlas/Shanas,
1969- Aglng and tho Professions/Riley
1970-A Sociology of Age
Stratlllca tlon/R IJey
1970-Normal Aging/Palmore
1972-The Soc/al Forces in Later Life!
Atchley
1972-AgmgaooSociery VOi. 3/Aitey
1972- Agl ng and Modefflization/Cowglll
and HOimes
1973- Aglngsnd 8ohavto1/Bot.,inick
197•-Normal
ging ltlPalmorc
A

Education
In the late 1960s mos t training lunds from the Ad·
ministration on Aging, the National ln stitule of Heal th,
National Institute of Mental Health, and others, were
awarded primarily to university and to inter·u niversity
training programs in aging . A few early professional mas·
ter's degree programs with an emphasis in aging surfaced
during this time (University of South Fforida, North Texas
State University, etc.), but training was primarily oriented
to Ph.D. programs with aro emphasis upon multidiscipl~
nary training. Sociologisls, psychologists, biologists, so·
cial workers, ant11ropotogists, public administrators, political scientists, economists, and others sought the available funds which would allow them to specialize their stu·
dies and areas of interest in aging.
With the establishment of Area Agencies on Aging
(AAA) in lhe early '70s, and a large number of other agen·
cies oriented to service delivery, problems in funding and
training became manifes
le
t. Avai lab training in geron·
tology was largely orien ted to academic and research in·
terests in aging and not yet developed in terms o f focus
and programs to supply the growing demand for l he new
occupational niches created by the AAA and similar aging
networks. Consequently. positions were filled by persons
with limited experience In working with or understanding
older persons. To meel this probfem the Administration
on Aging divided training dollars between short and longterm training (primarily for Ph.D. programs !raining
prolessiona.I geronlologists). However, during this lime a
number of undergraduale and master's degree programs
emerged and the number of course offerings in aging
grew rapidly across the counlry.
Educational Considerations
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cal schools,
universities
and public inst itutions receiving
and Sparkman:
Educational
vol. 8(1) Full
Issue
As the short-term trainingLitz
concept
evolved.
AreaConsiderations,
funds to funher unravel the questions created by the large
Agencies on Aging and other service delivery agencies
numbers of older persons In ou r population.
turned to local universities and colleges for training re·
sources in gerontology-often with disappointing results.
An Emerging Field of Study
Unfortunately, the demand was too great. Many local edu·
cationaf institutions which tried to assist agencies were
The academic and public sectors concerned with
themselves lackfng the knowledge required. The image of
aging individuals on modern society were equally im·
educational institutions suffered a nd a reluctance to em·
pressed with Robert Butler's (1975) award winning
ploy academics for training purposes became prevalent.
publication "Why Survive?" Indeed, as we began to un·
Some of this hostility toward academic gerontologists
derstand the problems and dilemmas of the aging person
still exists. The gap is Slowly being bridged as trainers and
and the issues of aging as portrayed In this book, ad·
recipients of training experience successes, t>ut some
vocacy for the aged gained great momentum. Within the
agencies remain apprehensive about hiring university·
academic community, the Association for Gerontology in
trained persons in aging-especially if key positions are
Higher Education was formed ( 1975) to provide leadership
already fllled by persons who acquired their training
and direction for training programs In ag ing as well as a
throu gh experience rather than through traditional aca·
sounding board lor funding prlorllles In Washington.
Within the public community the Gray Pant11ers, the NATA·
le channels.
ctem
Resource materials for research an<J training In aging
AARP (National Retired Teachers Association/Amari·
continued to emphasize multidisciplinary approaches.
the
ns),National
Senior
can Association of Retired Perso
'"Old People In Three Industrial Societies" and " Older
Citizens Organizalion, the National Council on Aging , the
Black Caucus on Aging and o ther groups have served as
Rural Americans" focused gerontological interes t at the
strong, effective, and frequently vocal advocates on be·
international and rural levels respectively while cross·
half of the older population. The formation and activities
cultural perspectives were revitalized in " Culture and
of a variety of other groups ol older persons began to apAging.'" Results from the Duke Longitudinal Studies
pear in the form of groups organized in a variety of con·
began to be published, and the Russell Sage Foundation
lunded four major edited volumes in 1968. 1969, 1970, and
gregate settings such as senior centers, churches. nutrl·
1972 which provided an inventory of research findings on
lion sites, and living groups. Terms such as "aging."'
ger·
· age,"
the
'" citizens
" elderly
aging and society, age stratification and ag ing and the
ontology,
'"
," "senior
"old
'"
la
ter years," etc., became part of the vocabulary of research·
prolessoons. All of these works served to further organize
ers and the public alike.
a set of training materials for students in aging.
Closing out this ten-year period of growth was t11e
st1ment
As increasing numbers o i courses in gernntology
estat>ll
of the National Institute of Aging with
were offered by colleges and universities, so also were
landmark collections of research s tui:lies
ished and articles
Robert Butler, a physician, as its first director. The funding
in major Journals and edited volumes. A series
activities or the 1ns1itute have clearly reflected the mulli·
publ
dimensional aspects or the aging process with medl·
of three works are particularly noteworthy; " Handbook o f

FIG. 5
AN EMERGING FIELD OF STUDY
1975 to present

EVENTS

Association for Gerontology

In Education estat>lished , • . . . 1975
Older Americans Act Revisions . . . 1978

CONTRIBUTORS

v. Clayton
o. Woodrull
C. Fln
ch
L. Hayfllck
K.W. Schnlo

E.. Pfeiffe
r

J . Peterson
J. Hendricks
C ,D. Hendricks

A. Bu ller

PUBLICATIONS

1975- "History or Gerontology"/
n
Birre

and Clayton
1975- Agir>g: Scion ti/Jc Perspectives
an<J Social Issues/Woodruff

and Blrren
1975- Why Survive/Butler
·1976- Handbook of Aging and the
Social Sciences/Binstock

and Shanas

1977- Han<JbOO
k
of the Psychology

al Aglng/Birren ano Schaie
1977 - Har>dbOOk OJ the Bi ology
of AgrngJFlnch aod Haytlick
1977-Aglng In Mass S<Jcie1y/Hendrlcks
and Hendricks
1979-tnttoductlon to Gerontology/
Schwar1t and Peterson

Fall, 1980
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eally,

1013the growth o l gerontolo
g
y. If one restricted
Educational
Considerations,
No. 1 [1980], Art.
Ag ing and the Soci
al Sci ences" (1976),
" Handbook
o f the Vol. 8,contributed
the analysis to age-related frameworks only, he or she
Psychology of Aging" (1977), and " Handbook o f the
would discover the task to be much simpler. A more di f·
Biology of Aging" ( 1977). Perhaps more than any other
ficult bridge to cross, how ever, Is that from !he natural
single development, these three volumes again reaffirmed
sciences to the social sciences and vice versa. Inthat the aging phenomenon must be addressed from
creasingly, collegial interchange and team approaches to
several perspectives-biological, psychological and
research problems of community development plans are
social. Moreover, as tlw! interaction effects of variables
showing the value of cross-fertilization In attacking issues
across disciplines are examined, the need to understand
of aging.
theories and met11odologies i n a variety of fields becomes
Bureaucratic structures. physical plant limitations,
apparent.
and traditional beliefs about academic organization and
Introductory textbooks publlshed in the 1970s clearly
work c on tinue to hi nder more fruttf
ons
ullabor
l co
be·
ati
reflected the need fo r a multid iscipli nary approach to
tween disci
nes.
p li Nevertheless,
government funding of
ag ing. E~emplary of such works were: " The Social Forces
cooperative programs, cen ters, and departments has
in Later Life" (1972), " Aging in Mass Society" (1977), and
played a majo r role and will continue to in fluence the
ti
10 Gerontology" (1979). These contrl·
on
" Introduc
grow th of gero ntology. As more co11eges and universities
butlons, given their multidisciplinary approach, assure
a(!Opt curricula in aging and commit their own funds
that s tudents are exposed to the concepts and procedures
toward the establishment 0 1 gerontological s tudies, con·
of several perspectives. Through these works teachers
tl nued growth and progress will be realized . The debate of
and researchers were enc ouraged al least to co11sider. If
whether gero ntology is in fact a separate, well-defined
not incorporate into their approach to aging, variables
discipline o rrather a number 01 perspectives, approaches,
from fields outside their chosen discipline.
and points of view, drawn from a variety o f discipli nes will
ultimately be decided by students-the recipients of
current gerontological training and education - and by all
Conclusion
the historical, societal and biographical factors involved
What has happened during the past twenty years has
In the development of any field of study.
been the gradual integration of a variety or perspec1tves
into a common core of training tor persons in the aging
field, particularly at the undergraduate and master's
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1 Tile
[1980],
Art. 13withdrawal of older workers from the labor
Contrary to widely held
force through industry's development of retirement prac·
tices was accompanied by the g rowth of pension systems
impressions, Americans
wh ich of fered varying degrees of economic provisions for
retirement. In the United States.
l pub ic supported pension
systems developed during the 19th century. These initially
do not contemplate
applied to police, firemen and others in hazardous occupat ions; and in the middle and later parts of the century
retirement with doubts
public pension systems were extended to public
school
teachers, judges and civil service employees. Indrial
ust
and fears.
workers' pensions also had their origins in the late 19th

Academics
and the
changing
nature
of retirement
By Eugene A. Fri edmann
and William Lane

The Emergence of Retirement
Retiremen t is a creation o f modern ind ustrial society,
an emerging pattern of social life without historical
precedent. The advent of industrial society moved work
from the setting of the home and the family enterprise into
ee society;-·
the fac tory and office. In the ensui ng " employ
the pace of work activity. work time, and entry and exit
from work activities were no longer under the worker's
control. These conditions were set by me employer,
typical ly w[thout regard to ind ividual abilities or prefer·
ences.
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c entury In the United States, but it was not unti l the
1950s-a decade after the introduction of our national
social security system-that we developed widespread
systems oi company and union-related pensions which
supplemented the federal social security benefits. Curre
over 90 percent of all American workers are covered
ntly
under the Social Security system and 46 percent receive
additional employment-related pensions.
The developmen t ot a national social securi ty system
and private pension plans has been accompanied by the
spread of aged·based compulsory reti rement practices,
the accelerated wi thdrawal of the older worker from the
labor force, and a shift in workers' attitudes toward retirement. During this century retirement has been transformed lrom a catastrophic event which befalls the worker
to an expected and often preferred period of leisure at the
end of the work I ife and for which society has established
econom ic provisions.

Along with the institutionalization of retirement have
been advances In medicine and public health which have
increased life expectancies and delayed the onset ol
physical deterioration. Thus, retirement has created not
only an entirely new stage in the life cycle ol industrial
man, but also, In all probability, history' s first mass leisure
class.
Workers Response to Retirement
The past two decades have produced rapid changes
in establishing retirement as a normative expectation and
its acceptance by the worker. Studies In the early 1950s Indicated that more than half of all retired workers regarded
rel irement as an involuntary decision, and they gave
physical disabil ity or compulsory retirement requirements
as the major reasons lor withdrawal from the labor force.
One survey o l auto and steel workers In the Detroit and
Pittsburgh area in 1950 indicated lhat 60 percent of those
elig ible for retirement were unw illing to accept retirement
at age 65. Other studies conducted in t he United States
and Great Britain indicated a widespread dissatisfaction
with retirement at age 65.
Further analyses of worker attitudes toward retirement showed sharp variations depending upon their per·
ceptions of adequacy of retirement income. Prior to the
1950s, workers viewed retirement as an undesirable period
of life characterized by economic hardships. As retirement benefits increased in the 1960s and 1970s, a marked
change in degree o f acceptance of reti rement emerged . A
1965 Harris poll concluded that " contrary to widely held
Impressions, Americans do not contemplate retirement
with deep doubts and fears. Instead of thinking that retirement means being put on a shelf, the majority of Americans see it as a chance to lead a different and not un-e."
pleasant lif
Approximately 61 percent of the respondents stated that retirement met their expectations of a
"good life" (as the question was phrased). Only 33 percent
Educational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1, Fall, 1980
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found retirement less than satisfactory,
tor
reasons o r financial hardship or poor health; and seven
Along with the increasing acceptance or the insli·
percent indicated that they missed working (1965).
tulionalizatlon of retirement 011er the past two decades,
By the end of the 1960s studies consistently reported
conceptions of the process of adjustment to retirement
a favorable outlook toward retiremen t among manual
have also changed. The literature o f the 1950s and the
workers and many categories of white collar workers,
1960s typically portrayed transition to retirement as a
provided they had an adequate income (e.g. Simpson ,
crisis point in the life cycle and produced debate over two
Bach and McKinney, 1966: Streib and Schnelder, 1971).
alternative prescriptions for resolving the crisis. Ad·
Although s tudies of managerial, executive and
vocates ol the "activity prescription,'' who based their
profe.
ional
ss
personnel m lhis decade indicated that they
argument on the work of Havighurst and Albrecht (1953),
preferred to continue al their Jobs beyond age 65, research
contended that satisfactory adjustmen\ depended upon
showed that such workers made a highly satisfactory ad·
maintaining undimin ished levels of activity and social par·
justmen t onoe 111ey retired (Strei b and Schnelder, 1971).
1icipation during the transition to retirement and old age.
Conversely, advocates of the "disengagement prescrlp·
tion," drawing upon the work o f Cumming and Henry
The Growth ol Early Retirement
(1961),
argued that old age Is a period of diminishing
A particularly powerful Indicator ol the instilutionali·
energy and actovity levels accompanied by a shrinking of
zation o r relirement as an expected phase of lhe life cycle
llfespace. Successful adjustment to retirement and Old
is retirement behavior in recent years. There has been a
age, in this view, consisted of recognizing and accepting
progressive and dramatic increase in the number of
changes that are inevitable with age and withdrawing
workers leaving lhe labor lorce at or belore age 65. In 1900,
gracefully into the twilight of life. Both sides of the debate
63 percent of men 65 years and over were In the labor
drew upon inconclusive evidence represented either by
force; this proportion decl ined to 47 percent on 1950,
selected clinical case studies or survey data lacking a
32 percent in 1960, 27 percent In 1970, and 20 percent in
longotudinat dimension.
1977. Undoubtedly, the application of age compulsory
A more conclusive, adeq uate, and balanc·ed s tudy of
practices in the 1940s and 1950s had much to do with the
retirement was the longitud inal Cornell Study o f Oc·
declines, but over the past 20 years the rate o f decline has
cupational Retirement conducted during the decades of
far exceeded the growth rate o f compulsory retirement
the 1950s and t960s. Drawing upon their researches,
practices.
Table 1. Labor Force Participation of Persons 65 and Over, 1950·1977

Percent
Distribullons
Emp
u nemployed
Nolin
Labor Force

1950
Male
45.5
1.6

1970

1960
Female
16.5

.3

Male
30.9
1.7

Female
loyed
9.9
.4

Male
26.2
1.0

1977
Female
10.0

.3

Male
18.0
1.3

52.7
67.3
89.7
83.2
72.8
89.7
60.6
Source: U.S. Bureau of th& Census, Current Population Reports,
Series
P-20
and
earlier
reports.
S

There are a growing number of " ea1ly retirees" from
the work force. An " early retiree" is one who has elected
to retire before mandatory relirement age, often receiving
retirement benellts to do so. While the numbers cannot be
determined with precision. it Is estimated that as much as
80 percent o f the labor force has retired by age 65. A sub·
s tanlial proportion of these are early retirees. The rap id
improvem en t In pension benefits over the past 20 years
has accelerated ttre trend toward early retirement. This
phenomenon has been explored for only a few OC·
cupalional groups, most notably automobile workers
(Pollman, 1971; Barfield, 1976). Barfield stated a case for
retiremen t rather strongly:"
It
..• does not seem possibl
e
that expressio ns o f satisfaction in retirement on the part
o f most automobile workers derive primarily from simple
relief at having escaped a bad situation. We remain con·
vinced that for many people the satisfaction of a life free
lrom the demands o f work are both pervasive and
abiding." Nor is the trend confi ned to blue collar workers
alone, as various studies report. A ris ing trend in early
retirement has been reported among clvll service em·
ployees, teachers and clerical employees (Friedmann and
Orbac
eib
Schnelder
h,
a t 974~
Fall,

Female
8.1
.4
91 .6

tr
nd
(1971) addressed the Issues raised
above as follows:
" ... the assertion that retirement results In a sharp
decline in social lifespace is not tenable for persons
in many occupations. Work is ... (not) an interesting
and stimulating social experience for many persons
who may tolerate the social side of work ... but con·
sider ii un important in the long run ... It seems
questionable whether the loss of work role may lead
10 a crisis for most older workers. Ourngi
lo inaltud
s tudies of the impact year point to the fact that
retirement is usually not a crisis ... Cessation of
work does not necessarily result In automatic
disengagement In ramiliar, friendship, neighborhood
and other role spheres. It has been assumed by
those who view retirement as a crisis that retirement
was the precipitant for a series of retrenchments in
role activi ties. This may occur In some in·
stances-indeed, ii may be the only kind which
c omes to the attention of physicians, social workers,
psychiatrists, clergymen and other therapists- but
these dramatic instances should not be used as the
modal pattern (pp. 177·179).
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Streib and Schneider found that retirement
Is not ex· Vol. 8,that,
" even
they generally do not plan for
Educational Considerations,
No. 1 [1980],
Art.though
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perienced as a major crisis for most workers nor is it a
retirement, (it] does not appear to be particularly disrup·
"toleless role .. as it has often been depicted. Rather, they e liv for many of them. They tend to accept \etirement as
Indicated that work roles were often replaced by family,
part of the life cycle and not especially disruptive to their
friendship, community and other role spheres. Similar
happiness. [They view} their retirement situation as a
conclusions have been reached in comparative studies
relatively contented and Independent time with the op·
contrasting retirement experiences in England, Denmark
portunity to engage ln science" (1972, pg. 118). These
y tive
ac level
of reading
a nd the United States (Shanas, et al., 1968).
retired scientisls con1inued a fairl
What Is clear from the extant literature Is that the et·
in their fields, some continued research, and many at·
feet of retirement on individual activity patterns Is com·
tended professional society meetings. In interpreting his
plex and varied and depends critically upon personal
find ings, Rowe developed a picture of two pauerns of
health , soclo·economic and marital status, ecological and
adaptation to retirement . First, he identified academic
social environment, and previous life-time pattern o f adap·
scientists who had achieved eminence in their careers
tation. Llfe·styfes and adjustment patterns may be as
and for whorn continuation o f professional activity
remained a central theme in retirement. Rowe's studies as
heterogenous in re tirement as they are In the period of
well as others suggest that for such people release from
e lif that precedes it. Broad ly generalizi ng current at·
adult
titudes toward retirement we could suggest that:
the requirements o f the job may enhance the freedom to
pursue scholarly and professional commitments and in·
1) Most persons today hold a generally positive at·
tellectual interests wi th less distraction. A second pattern
titude toward retirement.
of
adaptation to retirement occurs for scientists who llad
2) They are more likely to exhibi t this altitude under
not achieved academic or pro fessional eminence. Such
conditions of higher retirement Income, better health,
scientists. too. made satisfactory adjustments 10 re·
higher educational and occupational level and attainment,
tirement, but thei r retirement activities and commit·
and to the extent that work is not their only source of
ments
were built around family, community, church and
satisfaction In life.
other non·work related aspects of their fives. Differ·
ences between these two groups were not found so
much in the quality of their adjustment, since both groups
The Retirement of Academics
report satisfaction, but rather with their Ille style in
The cri teria discussed above suggest that academics
retirement.
migh t be expected to make good adjustm ents to re·
tirement. This proposition is largely confirmed by rePauon·s (1977) study of University of California fac·
search . Even the earliest studies of academ ic reti rement
ulty retiring between 1968 and 1976 revealed that 86 per·
have shown a high degree of satisfaction with retirement
cent of all re ti rees Indicated satisfaction with their decl ·
within this group. Moore's early study (1951) of 359 TIAA
sion. Early ret irees reported even higher levels o f satis·
recipients found that 75 percent of those professors
faction than those retiring at the mandatory retire·
responding were very satisfied or satisfied wit h re·
menl age, with a somewhat higher level of satisfaction
tirement. Level of satislaction was positively associated
among iemales than males. A trend towards increaswith the degree of eagerness to retire, the number o f hob·
ing frequency of early retirement among University of
bies and o ther interests, and general level of life satlsfac·
California faculty was reported. Reasons \') led for early
lion. Few respondents reported problems of remaining ac·
retirement included desires to develop Jnteres1 outside
tive or with declining energy and health. Loss of contact
the University, poor health, not enjo~ir1{ one's job, or
with former social groups was the most frequenlly men·
retiring to relieve the pressure from a superior or
tioned problem. A more recent study by Ingraham (1974) of
colleague. The most common reason cited, however, was
a national sample of 2,269 retired American college pro·
that recent improvements In ll'le retirement annuity
lessors found that their median retirement age was 65 and
system
had now made it possible for them to afford early
that 4 7 percent had retired be lore reaching mandatory
retirement.
age in their Institution. He reported that 75 percent of the
respondents said they were satisfied or very satisfied
with
An in·depth s tudy of early academic retirees from
their retirement. Inadequate retirement Income was the
large universities by Kell and Patlon (1978) indicated that
most frequently given reason for dissatlsfac tlon. Health
38 or 40 of the earfy retirees s tudied were very satisfied
was the second most frequently cited reason; and Inability
with their decision to retire; only two would have retired
to adjust to the loss of work was a d istant third .
A growing number of studies of academ ic retirement
later if they could have made the decision again. The
have shown that retirees are satisfied and have es·
reasons given for early retirement were varied, including
tabllshed meani ngful retirement roles and activity pat·
all the reasons ci ted In Patton's 1977 study as well as an
terns. Academics have reported that ret irement from the
additional motivation for some who simply felt they had
job provided opportunities and freedom to pursue a range
worked long enough and had earned a change. One ad·
dilional study ot early retirement (Gernant, 1972) based on
of activities established prior to retirement which are
mean ing ful and desired. Still others report Increased
a sample of 814 retired academics (569 male and 245
freedom to pursue scholarly and professional com·
female) in Michigan concluded that the trend toward early
mitments with even greater satisfaction once retired from
retirement will continue in higher ed ucation and that the
the obligations from the job.
age of retirement will probably continue to decrease. The
These observations have been developed further In
author also noted that 80 percent of his sample reported
that they fell they had retired at " the right time" and, ex·
recent studies which, while dealing with the retirement of
educators, have relevanc
e
for understanding retirement
cepl in the area of increases in cost of living, there were
adj ustment among other professional workers. In a study
very lew negative comments about the retirement ex·
perience.
of the retirement o f academic scientists, Rowe reports
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8(1) Full Issue In this group. In the various studies
are still
Retirement Life Styles: Maintainers
Transformers
reported,
between 70 and 80 percent o f the respondents
A recen t study by Snow and Havighurst (1977) of
regarded their curter1t income level as satis factory for
retired college presidents elaborated on the two ap·
their needs; at the same time, most o f them also listed
proaches to retirement suggested in the Rowe studies.
fina ncial concerns as a source of their current worries.
They Identified two retirement li fe styles ich
wh
they
They were, of course, referring to fears of the effects of in·
called " Maintainers" and ·'Transformers."
flafion upon their abilfty to make ends meet In retirement.
The Maintainers "held onto professional activity suc·
Beyond that concern, however, they were also reflecting
cessfully, generally pursuing part-time assignments after
the particular vulnerability to which the retired person is
formal relirement and supplementing this with other acsubjected by drastic changes In the economy. In·
tivities in order to fill their time" (pg. 548). In conirast, the
stitutional retirement provisions should be carefully
Trans formers "changed their life style by reducing their
reviewed both as to their adequacy when retirement
professional activity through choice and creating for
begins and their ability to sustain a given standard of
themse
lves a new and enjoyable
All life style."
of these
living over a period o l years.
retirees chose some non-work activities such as !lobbies
or community involvement for their major retiremen t par- ldom did-2) Pre-retirement planning
ticipation. Se
they report retiremen t as an opWt1ile it is a truism that pre-retirement plann ing is im·
portunity just to relax or to do nothi ng.
portant, the few available empirical studies show mixed
The Maintainers seemed to be committed to work not
evidence as to its effectiveness. The experiences ol
only as a major lile locus but also as a pre-emptive one.
retired academics may provide Insigh t into the apparent
They selected retirement activities which were consis tent
contradictions which exist In this area. Paradoxically
with the work themes that had dominated their ad uh lives.
retired teachers and academics have made a favorable ad·
Transformers, on the other hand. wh ile indicating an
justment to retirement, well above the average of most
equally high level of commitment to their professional
groups; they indicate that they received practically no pre·
wol'll prior to retirement, had not made work their ex·
retirement preparation. and they have fairly lrequentfy
elusive life commitment. Rather, they had developed
recommended pre-retirement preparation as a service
areas of participation and activity themes throughout their
which their institutions can render. This is a well educated
adult Ille In addition to work Itself; these non-work comgroup who are able to obtain and analyze needed in·
mitments not only were sulliclent to carry them into
formation for themselves, and apparently have done so
retirement. but also provided a welcomed avenue ol pur.
with some degree of success. At the same time they feel
suit in retirement.
they could have benefited from some systematic program
of information which would have helped them in making
The Future of Retirement: Implications and Concerns
their preparations. It may be that retired academics while
These studies of academic retirement represen t im·
able to adjust successfully to retirement better than most
portant Inqui ries Into the retirement experience or white
without preparation programs, mig ht also benellt more
co
and professional
nal
occupatio
groups. They provlc;Je
llar
than most from such programs.
valuable
Into Insight
the chang ing nature or the retirement
3) Continuation of professional idenfily and assocla·
experience and suggest useful guidelfnes to assist In
lion
planning for retiremen t.
For both the Transformers and the Maintainers, loss
First, it seems possible to reject earlier pervasive
of contact with tt>elr former colleagues and institutions
notions found bath in popular and professional opinions
was an undesirable aspect of retirement. There are steps
about retirement, i.e.. that retirement is a major life
that academic institutions could take with relatively little
.. crisis." That retirement Is a major change in role$ and
cost to include retired members in their communication
pallerns of participation does not preclude its being an·
networks and enable them to leel that they are still
11c1pate<I with a sense of satisfaction. This new phase in
associated with tho academic enterprise. These are
the tile cycle has challenges and gratifications all ol its
people
who have had strong professional commitments,
ov.•n.
and may ol them still wish to be Identified with their for·
Many ol the above stud ies question the validity of
mer institutions, even though they are now retired.
earlier debates as to levels of desirable activity In
4) Partial retirement
retirement and the significance of separat ion from roles.
They point to the significance which non-work activities
The evidence seems to suggest that the Trans·
assume In actull llfe
, both in retirement and middle age as
formers welcome retirement and make the transition to it
well. The Clifferent life Styles of retirees that have been
wlt11ou1 difficulty, o ften elec ting to retire early if they can
described may well also be different life styles tor the
afford it. The Maintainers are a proportionately smaller
working aelults In the later stages of their careers. They
group for whom los~ of work ac tivity itself creates ad·
speak proloundly about the changing relationship bejustrnent problems. This group tend s to work unti l man·
tween work and non-work spheres of participation In the
datory retirement ago. A system of partial retirement prior
hfe cycle o f the worker,
to mandatory retirement ago, where pension provi sion s
Such studies may also be of value tor teachers, other
permit part-time work activity, may be most helpful in
academics and their institutions and organizations In con·
providing a bridge to retirement tor this group.
slderlng retirement planning. In particular, the following
observations derived from these studies may be relevant.
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paper
is based on the premise that, although
Litz and Sparkman: Educational Considerations,This
vol. 8(1)
Full Issue
Good programming
requires
continuing education and short·term training prog rams
have assumed a major role In higher education, their
a firm conceptual
future success is highly dependent upon increased in·
tegration of various educational modes into the overall
mission of colleges and universities. This is likely to come
and evaluative framework.

Non-traditional
programs:
An academic
perspective

By Tom Hickey

Continuing education and short-term train ing
programs have typically been viewed as "different" from
trad itional university instruction. This view contin ues.
despite an emergi ng trend towards education throughout
the life span. Tile priorities of faculty members, and the
related academic reward s tructures, remain with the more
traditional research and resident instruc tion rnles. At the
same time, however, those involved in developing and
delivering continuing education programs can be ex·
peeled to forge ahead-with or without their academic
counterparts. Evidence of the failure of each side to at·
tempt an Integration of the two educational modes is
found both In the lack of sound theroretical and
methodological bases underlying much of the literature
on adult and continuing education programs, and In the
dearth of research information about adults as learners,
especially when compared with what is known about the
learning processes of children.
Fall, 1980
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about as these so-called non·traditional educational fo"
mats acquire more ol a conceptual base than has been
evident in the past; and as the projected decreases in
enrollments and research dollars lor the 1980s become a
reality, traditional academic !acuity members are forced to
extend their teaching efforts and investigative expertise
away from the traditio nal college student and beyond the
laboratory.
The issues discussed In lhis paper reflect experiences gained in tho formation and development of a
university's continuing education program tor geron·
tology in the 1970s. Thi s prog ram emphasized the creat ion
of an educational model buil t on the existing strengths of
a university-keeping in mind both the goals ol the non ·
traditional, community·based s tudent, and the research
and teaching Interests of participating Jacurty. The Is sues
presented here show clearly that it is a diflicurt-although
not impossible-task to Integrate the two.
Coming from an academlcally·based perspective, we
felt, from the very outset of our program, that continuing
education and short·term training-when provided solely
as a service-run counter to the knowledge·build ing role
ot a university. At a point in time when universities are
pressed to get multiple uses lrom the same dollars, the in·
tegration of basic functions and programs is vital to the
universities' luture. Therelore, Instruction via a continuing
education mode simply cannot aflord to provide only a
service. It mus t also generate and dissemi nate new
on
knowledge- be it about program development, evaluati
of servic e el fec tiveness, or knowledge abou t how certain
types of ind ividuals team specific kinds of things. At a
minimum, such non·traditional education programs need
10 serve as an important func tion for residen t stu·
den ts-typically, as either a laboratory for studying and
comparing adult learning techniques, or as a contact·
point for learning professional behaviors related to future
career objectives. The evaluation of continuing education
programs must also provide more than a service. Evalua.
lion is a legitimate research and education mission for
faculty and students, and a necessity Jor measuring a
university's elfectivenss in the real world. Moreover, its
legitimacy is heightened by the apparent lack of existing
precedents tor continuing education evaluation tech·
nology and the increasing need for quantification and ac·
co
untability.
With the preceding thoughts as guidelines, program
develo pment commenced by defining . the target
populations and the education programs they needed,
theoretical frameworks both for the programs and for the
learning process. and a methodology for program
assessmen t.
Ed ucation for Gerontology Services
The education program was defined as short·term
training for the providers of health care and social ser·
vices to older adults (se.i Hickey, t974; 1975). Although it
is outside the scope ol this paper to describe in detail the
rationale for selecting this particular target population, let
me indicate briefly our practical reasons for doing so. In
the early70s,
19
significant needs existed in the local
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objectives.
Thus, the training experience im·
aging network for gerontology personnel
at Considerations,
the prac- Vol. criteria
Educational
8, No. 1 [1980],
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pl led :
titioner level- that is, individuals working in the human
1) A specific content, applied or demonstrated in the
services field with competencies based on educational
backgrounds ranging from high school graduate to
context or site where the training occurred;
masters degree. The lower end of this range included
2) The interaction of the trainees as a team, funcaides and other service workers who would provide direct
tioning together in the provision of a set of specific sercare and service to the elderly- experience showing that
vices.
such individua
l
s, due to frequency of contact, have the
The evaluation of this type of train ing involved the
greatest impact (positive or negative) on the client
assessment of both content and social and work inpopulation. The end of this range incl uded, for the most
teractions in terms of service effectiveness criteria. This
part, human services professionals, who having made
resulted in a reasonable determination of the degree of
career shifts (e.g., the social worker moving from a councongruence between the collective performance of staff
ty's adoption service to its program for the elder
l y) had an
and the ove1all objectives of the services. This is in cony
urgent need for retraining in order to work specificall
trast to the more typical shorUer
m
programs, where
with older peop le. Thus, our p rogram focused on the
perhaps one or two key individuals from several different
development of both continuing education courses and
service contexts travel to a campus setting to be trained.
short-term training experiences for the target popu lation.
Since the evaluation of such programs necessarily lacks
The program substance or content was determined in
applicability 10 the participants' work settings, little is
two ways. Fi rst of all, the gerontological
erature
lit
and
learned beyond how well the participants "liked " the
research findings were reviewed for valid and important
program and the instructor.
topics which were also relevant to gerontological practice. A large sampling of gerontological researchers and
Theoretical Basis for the Program_s
service providers were then asked to rate these topics acand the Learning Process;.
cording to importance and training need. The results of
this survey led to the establishment of program developTile starting point for program dev~iOj')°ment rested on
ment priorities which included the following: basic ina value j udgment about the cl ient population of older
formation about aging; environmental and related treatAmericans requiring health care and/or social services- Le., that individuals (of all ages) have a basic civil
ment issues in working with instltutionaHzed elderly; un(jerstandi ng and dealing with sensory impairment
right to maximum self-determination of life style. In a
problems; communication skilis; autonomy for the older
society that values autonomy, independence, and responsible adult behavior, those individuals requiring comperson and development of self-ma
inlenance
manski
lls;
agement of grief and understanding role loss; and
pensatory care or supportive services due to illness,
ity,
ab
dis il
such specific issues as advocacy, consumerism, pre.
ag ing , or socio·economic dependency, should
receive these in a way which least compromises their perreti rement planning, and ou treach program development.'
sonal choice and aulonomy.
Train ing programs and short cou rses pertaining to
Consequently, the fundamental principle underlyirig
these areas ·were developed cooperatively, at the un iverthe development oi all training materials was to maximize
sity and in a service agency context, where they were
the vestiges of independence and self-determination of
tested and refined. This joint effort allowed for the
the clients served. In environmental therapy training, fol
development of programs generic in nature- such as the
example,
t conceptual
ile
strategy was to develop a more
functional roles of nurse supervisors, aides. and volun precise understanding of the concepts and dynamics
teers in building ion
self-main
tenance
app
i
sk lls-with
licat
required to operationalize the assumption of patient into a specific agency or service c on text. For example, f uncdependence, so that it becomes a measurable objective.
tional staff roles in a state hospital will differ significantly
Beyond this in itial strategy, the empirical validity and
from those in a Mme health agency in a rural commun ity.
reliabilit
y
of the fundamental concepts in each program
Where possible, most train ing took place in the set were ycare
fu ll examined by various gerontological researchting where service providers were interacting with older
ers.
clients. The choice of this work setting was based on a
The next step in the development of a t heoretical
view of the con ti nui ng education process as involvl ng the
framework
was to review different theories of learning for
interaction of an individual with his/her changing enthelr
y cabil
appli
it to the short-term educational process.
vironment through the med ium of some sort of content or
Two
traditional
approaches often found in the literature on
experience. Sy contrast, it did not represent an individual,
learning revolve around organismic theories and cognitive
in quasi-isolation, absorbing or assimi lating a catalog of
theories.
new facts. The provider of service interacts with the client
1) An organismic theory views learning as a process
population, with fellow providers, and with the context in
by which a particular
ulusstim
elicits a predictable rewhich service is delivered .
sponse. For educators, this is operationalized by encouraging the development of desired stimulus-response
To provide a conceptual basis from which to
bonds. Questions of motivation, learning environment, and
operational ize this interaction of content and context, the
li fe experience-this latter an impo11ant variable with
traditional definition of learning - as a form of behavioral
adults- are considered much less important.
change- was made more specific. We defined the learning process, delivered through the mechanism of con2) The cognitive theorist focuses more on the
tinuing education, as a modification through experience
organism. The learner takes an active role in organizing
the stimuli in a mean ingful way- rather than being
of various work-related behaviors in a social context.
Evaluation then became a systematic process oi deterpassively exposed to it; the process by which material is
mini ng the value, effectiveness, and adequacy of the
learned and mastered Is less observable and important
training experience according to specific contextual
than its meaning to the learner.
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Although many programs have
built
uponEducational
these two
exis ts between field theorists and
Litz and
Sparkman:
Considerations,Avol.parallel
8(1) Full analogy
Issue
general approaches, neither seemed satisfactory as an un·
process evaluators. Just as the interaction of the learner
derlying Jramework for continuing education. The im·
and the environment constitutes the central element of
pllcatlons of interactionist, or held theories, seemed more
learning for these theorists, so are process evaluators
u selul, however. In contrast to the organism-centered
concerned with the dynamics of the learning situation II·
self, rather than with Information handling and content
theories, !earning is viewed by interactionlsts as a very ac·
live process. Consequently, motivation is seen as an Im·
mastery o n the part of lhe learner,
portant variable, determining the number and kind of
The inadequacies found in applying behavioral and
situations encountered, and one's perception of them.
cognitive theories to adult education have additional
The organism-centered proponents dismiss internal
ramifications in the area of evaluation. If such theoretical
motivation as relatively Insignifican
approaches fail to took at the teaming adult from a
acknow ledging
t,
only
and contextual view. then similar failures
al
the Importance of the motivation of o thers who might con·
development
trol cues and reinforcements. And the sole determinant
ll of
wi occur with the evaluative measures, which will also
Ignore those developmental components of prime im·
learning for behaviorists and cogn itlvlsts is an end-result
or product. The key to learning for field theorists, however,
portance to the adult learner. The fact that such concepts
are difficult to quantify would preclude their assessment
Is the process of exposure to a new situation and the
by the product evaluator and behaviorist alike. However,
reworking of one's perceptions until ambiguities are
ellminated.
when such concepts are central to the phenomenon being
In an interaction ist, or experiential approach, there
measured, such dil ficult les must then be confronted
directly, rather than ignored in the research design.
are at least four dominant forces in learning: the world or
Since evaluating no1Hraditional education programs
con text In which concepts are applied; one's own
behavior; one's internal cognitive and emotional structu re;
is unquestionably complex, the inclination to deal only
and sell-awareness, or a sense of what one is " doing" with
wit h readily operationalized concepts is understandable.
what Is Known and experienced. It Is consistent with this
However, even given a set of measurable concepts, the
evaluative process Is further complicated by a number of
approach to suggest that experie
ntial
learning will take
characteristics intrinsic to adult education programs. For
place o nly to the extent that an lndivld uat maintains con·
tact whh all four levels, and can experience more than one
example, most programs are both informal and of short
level at a time. In developing the basic aging and grief
duration, making assessment of change more difficult.
Also, the goals of a given program are usually multi·
management programs, for example, we found it essential
dimensional and tend to vary among the students, whose
to deal simultaneously with the learners' personal sense
o f aging and feelings toward death, and with the meaning
goals in tum may be different Jrom those of the teacher.
of these concepts in the work context.
Moreover, these goals will often change over time, and in
The interaction framework adopted here also en·
some cases wilt be relatively unspeoified, mus com·
compassed the critical environmental experiences al·
plicating the decision of whon and how often to attempt to
lec ting individual responses. Th is approach provided a
cal
identify them.
theore ti
basis for learning to take place (and to be
The easiest recommendation here, in terms o f evalua·
measured) through the interaction of content, ind ividual
tive methods, is to take the best of both worlds. Quasi.
learners, and work context .
experimental designs which account for process and in·
teraction effects must be selected over other, more
Evaluating the Program
rigorous atternatoves. However, process evaluation per se
is an incomplete alternative to the classical experimental
The above theoretical framework led to specific con·
paradigmiallyespe<:
when tt"oe former yields only sub·
cerns about program evaluation. The conspicuous ab·
jective ordescriptove data. Thus, until our empirical undersence of good evaluative data on adult instructional
standing of adult learners becomes more sophisticated, a
programs was a concern from the outset: it seems to be
certain amount ot internal valid ity, which would come
one of those things that everyone talks about, but no one
from subjec tive data, must be sacrificed. Simlla11y
, deci·
really does. We began by IOoki ng for a relationship be·
sions regarding the marketability of resulls mus t be re·
tween learning theory and basic evaluation models. Two
than to levels o f slgnifi·
, ra
ther
lated to confidence limits
general approaches to evaluation were found. Produot. or
cancelnon-slgnificance.
summative evaluation,
ls with dea
program effec ts which
In evaluating our environmental therapy program, for
have been operationally defined, and implies a rather
example, a logical step would have been to compare
rigorous scientific approach. Process, or formative
program effectiveness (according to a number of criteria)
evaluation, on the other hand, is more qualitative and
at each of three state hospitals. Common sense, however,
descriptive, as it refers to the Interaction of subject with
urged that the three contexts be rated according to dif·
content and context. We needed to employ both, yet
ferent criteria, and tt"oat the interaction of lla1nee-by·
found them treated Independently in the literature.
content be carefully measured. Despite the state cer·
The analogy between organism-centered learning
ti fication and civil service ratings which suggested that
theories and product evaluation should be apparent.
these three sites ware almosl interchangeable In terms of
Theories of learning which focus on the individual alone
personnel, client population, and type ot service de·
place great importance on observable behavior and on the
livered, our ratings Indicated wide diversity among the
measurable products of learning, ignoring the role of the
three environments, resulting In no real basis tor between·
Individual's interaction with the environment. Product
group comparisons.
evaluators are frequ ently disdainful of attempts to
measure the "process" of learning, choosing a safe1 path
Educational Implications
of Ignoring concepts not easily operationalized. As a
Our programs used a new approach to continuing
result, Jew efforts are made to measure interactlonal or
education. and initial testing indicated successful results.
process phenomena
Fall. 1980
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traditional
and non ·tradlllonal education ltllo a
This raised serious questions regarding
the value
o f a Vol.integ
Educational
Considerations,
8, No. rate
1 [1980],
Art. 13
college or university' s cen tral mission of knowledge buildtypical con tinuing ed ucation approach, where the training
ing .
of a small number ot select service providers (usually ad·
As examples, the sensory impairment and environal
ministrators with mi nimal
ientcl
contact) is conducted at a
ment therapy curricula represented a translation o f nu·
campus or otherwise neutral site. This 1ype of training,
merous relevant research results. In journal state, how·
although providing new content and information. does not
ever, these findings lacked the necessary modifications
include one of the central variables in the learning
and adaptations to practice settings. Similarly, develop·
process, that of the service or job context itsell. II rs In
ment of the curriculum that focu~d on basic issues in ag·
this context that the content learned moves from lhe
ing involved some rethinking of similar resident instrucrealm of the abstract to being d irectly applicable 10 im·
tion courses, and the degree of relevance of various subportant other people- i.e., clients and fellow workers.
j ect topics to the service delivery system. As a result of
Successful continuing education, as defined here. re·
this project, the perspective of the campus-based courses
quires an Influencing and interacting environment, rather
seemed to shi ft from reflect
ing solely
the academician's
than either a controlled laboratory or a neutral instruc·
view
of
w
hat
constitutes
basic
knowledge
in this field, to
nal si ttlo
e.
including knowledge and competencies req uired of our
An example of this was seen in the sensory Im·
young resident students tor their fu ture professional
pairment training program where the success of Si m·
roles.
ly on the degree o f
ulated empethy exercises hinged large
social and working familiarity among the trainees. A more
Conclusion
complex Illustration of this emerged from the environ·
mental therapy training program, which was conduc ted
An important first step In the process o f integrating
for all staff members in the geriatric units o f three hospi·
non -traditional educational programs ancl formats into the
tal s-a predominantly custodial environment. Although
mainstream of higher education is an attitudinal one.
the attitudinal
udi data- incl
measure·
ng longitudinal
Such programs must be viewed as central 10 the edu·
ments-apparently yielded no significant results, some
cational mission of the institution. rat her than merely as a
interesting things did occur in one of the three hospitals
service, or a " second"
vel
le of Instruction. To accomplish
several months after the training program was conducted.
this, the substantive focus of short-term training and con·
Rates of staff turnover declined sharply-especially at the
tinuing education should be determined by the strengths
non-professional levels; the number of patients returned
and resources of participating academic departments.
io the community increased significantly; and, perhaps of
The generation of new know ledge should be seen as an
greatest Importance, the hospital environment itself was
important goal o f such programs. as they provide
subtly modified to reflect program goals and objectives
laboratories for refining wha~ we know about the adult
learning process. At the same time, it is important to
(Hickey, 1974).
Although the direct relationsh
ip
between these
realize that this approac h can have important cost·
resul ts and the training program
c
is d i f fi ult 10 assess.
benefits in the deployment of aca(femlc resources.
muc h weight must be assigned to two things: the In·
Finally
, it s hould be said that mese Issues do not
teraction process (contenl
ple·by·co
ext)·by·peo
gener·
nt
begin to comprise either a complete definition of con·
atcd by training an entire s tall over a short period of time
tinu ing education. or a technology of instruction.
in principles hlgh ly relevant to their work roles and envi ·
However, at a time when Institutions of higher education
ronment; and Involvemen t of the lowest staff level person·
need to consider both new educational formats ana the
nel in all phases of the trair.ing. Measurements o f effec·
expanded use of e~isting expertise, initial efforts at
liveness of content snowed that this latter group-i.e., the
model-building seem to be In order. Hopefully, the rellec·
ones w ith greatest patient contact - benefited most from
tions contained in this paper will continue that direction
the program. Thus, the contextual training technique as a
by emphasizing the integration of new programs into the
continuing education methodology seems a valid one to
traditional goal s tructure of higher education.
be recommended .
Our experiences in developing and conducting pro·
grams pointed to the necessity for inter-relating academic
REFEREN CES
research and resident instruction with the continuing
Hickey. T. lo-service tr;io
nln9 in gerontology: Towards the design
education process. No amoun1 of personal interaction or
o f an effective educatio
n al process. Gerontologist, 1974, 14(1),
con textual support w ill
salvage a program tllal Is Irrelevant
37·64.
to the goals and functions of the trainees and their work
Hickey, T. Continuing education In gerontology for allie<l health.
setting. Admittedly, the priorities of the service provider
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.
will not always paral lel those of the trad itional researcher.
FOOTNOTES
However, the needs of the practitioner can help to for·
1. Training manuals and materials fn severaf of these areas have
late
mv
research questions; and the research findings can
been developed and published; aO<litlonal Information can be
provide answers for exis ting service problems
.
Thus, there
obtained by writing to the author.
is an important knowledge linking process that serves to
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Litz and Sparkman: Educational Considerations, vol.
8(1) tology
Full Issueeducation has grown in instil utions of
Geron
Integration of gerontology,
higher education as evidenced by the emergence and
grow th of the Association for Gerontology In Higher
while needed,
Education (Hickey, 1978). However, the integration of
gerontology into professional education programs in·
has been minimal.
eluding medicine, dentistry, social work and nursing has

Professional
training in
gerontology:
The case
of nursing
By Dana C. Hughes

The health care professions In the United States are
currently being chastised by many groups including
governmental officials about their lack of interest and in·
volvement in meeting the health needs of the aged
population. Such criticisms are understandable given the
increasing size of the aged group, particularly in the " old ·
o ld" hlgt1 risk group; the aged's disproportionately high
use of health care services (Institute for Medicine, 1978);
and the rapidly rising heal th care costs. Undoubtedly
pressures directed toward the healt
h care professions will
increase due to the continued growth of the aged group, '
the changing expectations of persons now approaching
old age,' and the growing body of k nowledge which
demonstrates that many of the aged's health problems
and accompanying disabilities can be prevented or alleviated.
Educational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1. Fall, 1980
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been minimal (Gunter an(! Estes, 1979; Hirschfield, 1979;
Ins titute of Medicine, 1978; Lindsay, 1979). Although
professional health schools are gradually responding to
pressures to prepare their s tudents to care for the aged,
much needs to be done.
The purpose of this paper is to examine issu.es
related to the integration of gerontology and geriatrics
into nursing curricula. First, the importance of nurses
becoming involved in helping meet the health needs o f the
aged population is examined.' A brief histo ry of the
profession's involvement in geriatrics and gerontological
nursing follows. Then the focus of gerontological nursing
is presented. The Importance of preparing generalists or
specialists in geron tological nursing is examined next,
and then questions faculty should consider in planning a
nursing gerontology program are raised. Final ly, the irn.
portance of continuing education in gerontological nurs·
ing is discussed. Although the focus of the paper is di·
reeled toward the nursing profession, many of the issues
raised are applicable to other health disciplines.
N ursos and the Aged
The nursing profession's involvement in helping to
meet the health needs of the aged is important Jn that
nurses c omprise the largest professional health rnan·
power group. fn 1977, more than 978,000 registered nurses
were employed in nursing positions through the Unite(!
States (Moses and Roth, 1979). With adequate knowledge
of the aged population' s health needs and a commitmen t
to serving the elderly, nurses could play a vital role in the
development and implementation of health policies and
services directed toward this group. Unfortunately, this
potent ial is not being met, for few nurses have this knowl·
edge and are committed to serving the aged (Gunter and
Estes, 1979; Lindsay, 1979).
According to Davis (1968), geriatric nursing became a
reality in the United States in 1935 when retired and
widowed nurses opened boarding homes for the aged
following passage of the Social Security Act. The
American Nurses Association's (ANA) interest in care of
the aged began in 1962 with the initiation of a Conference
Group in Geriatric Nurse Practice (Burnside, 1976). In
1966, ANA recognized geriatrics as o ne o f five specialty
areas and formed the Geriatric Division of Nursing Practice.• A growing concern for all aged persons and not j us t
the sick aged resulted in the division being retitled
Division on Gerontological Nursing Practice in 1975.
As stated by ANA in its "Standards of Gerontological
Practice, "
gerontotogical nursing is concerned with assess·
ment ol the health needs of older adults, planning,
and Implementing health care to meet these needs,
and evaluating the ef fectiveness of such care. Em·
phasis is placed on maximizing Independence in the
activities of everyday living and promoting , maintaining, and restoring heal th . . . (Burnside, 1976:615).
Gunter and Estes (1979) and Tuck
Burnside (1976)
,
(1972) contend that nursing care of the aged is a distinct
area of nursing practice which merits the same in·depth
19
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focus that has been given to theEducational
other designated
400 nu
rses
Considerations, Vol. 8, than
No. 1 [1980],
Art.
13 had graduated from or were enrolled in
specialty practice areas. However, as illustrated by the
graduate gerontological nu rsing programs in 1978
limited courses or programs In gerontological nursing and
(Shields, 1978), and fewer than five percent of the working
the absences of questions concerning the aged on s tate
nurses wilt earn a masters or doctoral degree in nursing
nu rsIng I icensure examinations. this has not happened
durl ng the 1980s, the supply of specialists in geron(Gunter and Estes, 1979). Gerontological nursing is a low
tological nursing will not begin to meet the needs of nurs·
ing schools and other health care agencies and ins titu·
priority specialty area at this time. Two factors may actions. This suggests the importance of faculty develop·
count for this: society's discrimination toward the aged
and the health profession's acceptance of the mi<id ical
menl programs in gerontological nursing so that curricula
at <ill levels can be planned and implemented. Faculty in
model of health care and Its emphasis upon curing illness
basic education programs cannot wait fol the specialists
(Coe, 1967). A related factor Is the extreme shortage o f
nurses qualified to assume leadership roles in the
to design and implement curricula for students as sug.
development of nursing ge1ontology curriculums.
gested by Seigel (1979).
Responding to pressures from societal g roups and to
the availabilities of monies allocated to tlaining programs
for geriatric/gerontology nurses through the Nurse
What Questions Should Faculty Consider in Planning a
Training Act of 1979 (Schechte1, 1979), more and more
Nursing Gerontology Program?
schools of nursing are planriing or modifying curricula
Several sets of questions should be addressed by
focused on care of the aged. As faculty design and im·
faculty planning a nursing gerontology program.' They inplement cou rses and programs, a multi tude of questions
clude questions related to program ph ilosophy and goals, ul um
need to addressed. Many of these are addressed below.
content and format, faculty responsible for
curric
program, and nature of support for program. Some of the
Should Nursing Schools Prepare Nurse Generalists or
questions are applicable to alt nursing curricula, whi le
Specialists to Care for the Aged?
others are specific to gerontological nursing. The
The controversy concerning the importance of
questions are relevant to both basic and graduate nursing
preparing generalists at the basic level or specialists at
prog rams.
the graduate level is irrelevant in the nursing profession.
Several questions concern the philosophy and goals
Both generalists and specialists in gerontological nursing
o f the program. What philosophy concerning the aged and
are needed if the profession is to play an important role in
their health needs underlies the program goals? What are
meeting the health needs of the elderly.
the program goals? What are the minimal competencies
oduction
Intr
of gerontology into basic nursing
that program graduates are expected to master? In what
education programs is imperative since 95 percent or
settings are graduates prepared for and expected to work?
more of all nurses will complete their formal nurse training
What roles are they expected to perform according to
in a diploma, associate or baccalaureate school of nursing
faculty, to employers. and to consumers?
(USOHEW, 1979).' If nurses are to develop a commltment
Five questions focus on program content. Should the
program reflect an emphasis upon application of
toward the aged, increase their knowledge of the aged and
thei r health needs, and develop skil ls in caring for them,
knowledge or the development of gerontological nu rsing
gerontological nursing must be introduced at the basic
techn iques and theory? How much emphasis should be
level.
placed upon the normative and/or pathological processes
Specialists in gerontological nursing are also needed
of aging? Should students be taught to promote health of
to -serve as educators, researchers, nurse practitioners,
the aged, to assess and treat the aged ill in the comand clin icians. They shou ld be prepared to work in a
munity, and/or to care for the aged in long -term care invarie ty of health care settings and in the community. Ac·
stitutions? Fi naily, should aging issues be viewed from
cording to Gunter and Estes (1979), nurse gerontologists
the perspective(s) of the individual. family, community,
employed as specialists are needed to work in the
and/or society?
subareas of health promotion as well as in primary care
Four questions focus on program format. Sh01Jld the
and long-term care.
gerontology courses be segregated, or shoulc.I the
"Health nursing emphasizes the promotion ot health
program materials be integrated into other courses? How
and healthy development, .. . and encompasses primary,
much time should be devoted to increasing knowledge,
secondary, and tertiary prevention" (p. 107). Primary care
changing attitudes, and developing skills? In what set·
re fers to initial patient health assessment, management of
tings should students do their clinical assignments?
healtt1, evaluatio.n and management of symptoms and apShould s tudents have experiences with the well aged, the
propriate referrals,
sick aged, or both?
' 'Long-term care consists of those services designed
Several questions are related to facu lty resources and
to provide symptomatic treatment, maintenance, and
support for a nursing gerontology program. Should the
rehabilitative services . .. in a variety of health care set·
gerontology courses comprising the program be taught by
tings" (p, 109). Due to the depth and breadth of materials
nursing facu lty or by an interdisciplinary faculty group?
covered, preparation for specialists roles must follow the
How much and what types of support are available to
basic nurse training program.
faculty both within the school of nursing and the comSeveral nursing schools now offer graduate programs
munity? How many qualified and committed faculty mem·
In gerontological nursing. In 1979, 22 schools of nursing
bers are able and willing to help implement the program?
(21 percent of the master's level nursing programs acAre funds available to hire needed faculty and/or con credited by the National League for Nursing) offered a
sultants? Are funds adequate to support
(fevelopfacu lty
geriatric and/or gerontological nursing program (NLN,
ment? Finally, are staff in the clinical settings utilized by
1979a).' Onty one of the 21 doctoral nursing programs of·
the students knowledgeable about needs of the aged and
fered a gerontological focus (NLN. 1979b).' Since fewer
supportive to the students' learning needs?
20
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Answers to the above and
questions
will
nursing have the responsibility for preparLitz related
and Sparkman:
Educational
Considerations, Schools
vol. 8(1) FullofIssue
assist faculty In determining the nature and scope of a
ing nurses to meet the health needs of society. Thus, they
gerontology nursing program that they are capat)le of immust accept the responsibility for preparing gerontologiplementing within their school of nursing. Schools wi th
cal nurses. The time to move forward is now.
limited faculty resources and funds for bringing in additional faculty will need to li mit their prog ram or seek adFOOTNOTES
resources. A faculty development program may be
ditional
L By 2030 the U.S.rBu eau of Census has estimated that tne numthe fi rst step to initiating a nu rsing gerontology program.
ber of elderly SS and over \vJll increase from 23 1l'1illion (10.9 per·
By contrast, schools with qualifed facully, resources and
cen 1 of population) to almost 55 millioo (1<-22 percent of
adequate support from administration may choose to impopulatioo depending on fulure fertility levels) Changesplement
nursing in both Jheir basic and
research on aging and the agod, USDHEW Pub. No. (NIH 78·85.
gerontological
1978, 5).
graduate porgrams. See Gunter and Estes (1979) for
specific suggestions concerning the design o f 9eron·
2. In gen eral.future
toe elderly will
be better educated, more affluent, and they
bev1i ll
more apl to regard health and social ser·
tological nursing curriculums.
vices as " rights" rather than privileges
,
{USOHEW Changesrescarch
on
aging
and
the
aged).
What Role Should Continuing Education Play in Preparing
3. Nurse
, unless specified otherwise, refers to registered f)vrse,
Nurses to Care for the Aged?
4,
The
four
other spec
iality
areas designated by the Americar1 Nurses
Since a majority of working nurses did not receive
Associatio n are pedi
atrics, rnental health/psychiatric nursgerontological nursing in thei r basic nurse training
ing1community nursing, and obstet1lcal/gynecotogica1nursing.
program (Gunter and Estes, 1979), continuing education
5. Currently there are 3 types of nursing programs that prepare
can and must play a significant role in helping nurses instudents 10 take 1ha state nursing licensure examina1ion.
crease their knowledge and skills in caring for the aged. school Olplo1na
1 the oldest typa, is gene<ally associaled v1ith a
Continuing education can also play an important role in
hospital and recivl<es about 3 years of study and service. The
dissem inating new knowledge and techn iques to geron·
graduate is prepared 10 do bedside riu<s
ing. The associate
tological nurses prepared as generalists and specialis ts.
degree prograrn1 the nev1est type. is currently growing faster
than 1he others. Through 2 years ot nursing and supporting
Jn short, program activities are needed for all levels of
coursework, students are prepared for staff nursing positions
nursing personnel beginning with 111e nvrse a!de and con·
which 1ovolve direct patient care (N LN, Associate Degree
llnuing through the nurse prepared at the doctoral levet.
Educalion for Nurses, 1979·60, 1979, Pub. No. 1309). The haQ·
Program goals, format, and conten t of specific
programs must be directed to the target student
population, as student needs and interests will vary.
Although space limits prohlbll a discussion concerning
who is capable of conducting continuing education
programs, planning groups should uphold professional
ANA standards for such programs. Furthermore, they
should do their utmost to provide a stimulating In·
fo.rmative program. Nurses can be seduced Into gerontological nursing by positive educational experiences.
Conclusions
Available data demonstrates that the nursing
profession's comm_itment to meeting the health needs of
the aged population is far from adequate. Allhough all the
health professions will need to work together to resolve
the heallh concerns and problems of this rapidly growing
group, nursing can play a vllal role ln the development and
provision of quality health services. N\Jrsing's unique con·
tribution can Ile in Its simultaneous concerns with heallh
and Illness factors as mey interact wim the biological,
psychological and sociological dimensions o f aged per·
sons and their families.
However, before the nursing profession can reach its
potential In serving the aged population, there m\Jst be a
cadre of nurses prepared as generalists and special is ts in
gerontological nursing. Knowledge of basic nursing skills
is necessary but Insuffic ient for meeting the frequently
complex and multiple needs o f the aged. The Integration
of gerontology into nursing curric ula in basic and
graduate programs is an important step. However, continuing education programs in gerontologicaf nursing
must also be dev~loped In that a majority of working
nurses graduated from educallonal programs lacking a
gerontological focus. Furthermore, few o f these nu rses
will have or take the opportunity to enter graduate nursing
programs.
Fall, 1980
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ca laureate program offers the first professional degree in nurs·
ing and is associa1ed with a college or university. Nursing
theory and practice courses as v1ell as Slipporting courses in
the humani lies. beha\10rial, biological and physical sciences
comprise the 4 year program. Graduates are qualified to v10rk in
a variety of settlf\gs
giving care
to patients and their families,
and directing care given by other nursing statf (NLN , Bae·
ealaureate Education in Nursing Key to a Prof&ssiortal Career in
Nursing, 1979·60, 1979. Pub. No. 15·1311).
ion In ad·
6. One program on family nursing incfuded a focus on aging.
to the geriatriclgerontology courses. 19 schools offered a
dit
masters in adult health. Although the assumption could be

made that the aged adull was covered in the program. the time
devoted to the aged would n.ecessar.ily be limited. There ~vas
some data 1hat suggested that the programs were entirely
separate in that 5 of 1hese 19 sct,ools also offered programs in
geriatrics or gerontological nursing.

7. One doctoral program offered a focus in adult health.
8. Many o f these questions are similar to tt~ose posed by C.J.
Cooney, ''Functions of Academic Gerontology" (Undergraduate
Level) in Seltzer, et ·al., Gerontology in Higher Education: Per·
Compaoy
1nc.:
spectives and fssues, Wadsworth Publishfng
1

Belmont, Callfomla, 1978, p, 80·85.
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Issue c om mitment In support of adult
Despite barriers, aLitzpattern
education programs, but public attitudes toward adull
education in general, and ed ucation for older people in
of increasing participation
particu lar, may be undergoing a process of change.
Among evidence of change and increasing publ ic atamong older people
ten tion are such proposals as the 1976 Mondale Bill of
Lifelo ng Lealning, and further changes are likely to be
evident if our society succeeds in dismissing the notion
is expected.
that formal education ends at age 21 (Spinetta & Hickey,

l
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Educational
interest and
enrollment
among older
people
By Marshall J. Graney

J

f

Social scientists concerned with aging have often
noted that American society does little to develop and
support feelings of importance and self-worth among
older people. Recognition is growing , however, that older
people are a heterogeneous but distinct age c ategory who
can profit from further education. Traditionally, and in very
broad terms, three phases of life have been recognized:
the young, who are being educated; the middle-aged, who
work; and the old, who are retired (Ti mmerman, 1978). tn
keeping with this stereotype, elementary and secondary
education have received substantial and continued support, while at the same time adult education has often
been overlooked. Timmerman (1978) has found little
Educational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1, Fall, 1980
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1975). Lawton (1976) and Timmerman ( 1978) have argued
that learning should be considered to be a lifelong
process, and our present system of education needs
changes to accommodate this fact.
Research has established many ' 'facts of aging"
which are available to formal ed ucation, and it is the purpose ol this article to consider what is now k.nown. By
collecting and systematically reviewing the established
parameters and confirmed correlations related to older
people's educational interests and enrollments, we move
research closer to understand ing and meeting the needs
of this segment of the popu lation.
Many factors are involved in recent developments
related to the educational needs and interests o f older
people. Publications concerned with education for older
people frequen tly mention such trends as continuous
demographic changes in the American populatron (an
ever-increasing proportion of older people), changes in
public attitude and policy regarding education, older
people's participation In education programs (or its lack),
new programs for older people that colleges and universities are offering, and problems that these new programs
are encou ntering.
Some o f the recent developments in education for
older people can be traced to demographic changes that
have been (and w ill continue to be) occurring. By the year
2030, one of every six Americans wi II be age 65 o r over,
assuming that current trends will continue. The numbers
of young people aged 18 to 24 years enrolling in universities and colleges are projected to decline In future
decades, so planners for educational institutions may
choose to adjust their programs so as to preserve
organizational function in the community by being of service to age categories that are older than their traditional
constituencies of the past (Timmerman, 1978; Weinstock,
·1978). In fact, adult students aged 22 years of age or older
now make up 48 percent of the-total student enrollment,
and projections for 1980 anticipate 11 million adults aged
25 or older enrolled in institutions of higher education
(Lenz & Shaevitz, 1977). According to Weinstock (1978),
today's universities accommodate 1.7 million students
aged 55 years or older, which accounts for three percent
of all students.
Thus, for self-preservation (if not for more altruistic
reasons) institutions of higher education seem to be faced
with a forced choice of either loss of function or seeking
increased participation from .non-traditional age-category
constituencies (Spinetta & Hickey, 1975). One such constituency is older people. More and more people are
reaching o lder age categories, and many retire early, so increasing numbers of older people may have the time and
continued interest needed to seek further education .
Interest and Participation
Estimates of the proportion of older populations who
express interest in further education have ranged from a
low of 1% (Hendrickson & Barnes, 1967) to a high of 75%
23
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13 attractive to them than past offerings
(Central Bureau for the Jewish Aged, Educational
1971). These
early Vol. peeled
(Calho
un,
1978). Recruitment of older people to help in
estimates were biased because their samples had
planning education programs may boost participation,
unusually low or higti average educational attainments,
because II older people feel that they have more control of
and more recen t estimates of 26% (Graney & Hays, 1976)
their learning experiences they may be more likely to
and 22% (Phelps, Endreson, & Peterson, 1976) are more
become
involved (Grabowskl & Mason, 1974; DeCrow.
consistent with each other an<J more likely to be charac·
general
populations
1978).
teristlc ol
of older people. Even so,
By 1977 one-third of the nation's universities and
questionnaire and interview situations may encou rage
colleges offered some form of education program for
older people to exaggerate their interest in further
older people (Timmerman, 1978). Because older people
education, so these results must be interpreted w ith
have a variety of interests, a mixture of kinds of programs
caution.
and classes Is needed to serve thei r educational needs
Interest that is valid ly expressed cannot be auto(Weinstock, 1978). The somewhat sel f·serving eflort of
matically translated into enrollment and participation, but
colleges and un iversities to recruit older students Into the
there are at least two ways in which research on inc lassroom has encouraged other organizations such as
terest can be useful. First, past research has provided the
c hu rches, libraries, and museums to turn their atlention to
best information we now have about the potential s ize of
older students also; and data collected by Louis Harris
the constituency among olderpeople that educational in·
and Associates (1975) shaw that three·fourths of older
stitutions may have; and, second, something has been
people's participation in education is at levels below the
learned about topics in education which seem to be of
college or university-with the most common site being a
most interest to ol<Jer people in the community (whether
church (these have the advantage of dispersed location
or not they are currently enrolled in studies).
and ease of access by automobile without long walks). It
Older people are a heterogeneous category in many
can be expected that commun ity colleges
a
will lso have
respects, and when they are offered a wide variety o l
enrollment advantages in comparison to universities and
choices, their selections represent di verse interests
metropolitan-based colleges because, like c hurches, they
ranging from the practical to the metaphysical (Hen·
have the advantage o f being better dispersed into residen· .
drickson & Barnes, 1967). Prag ram developers and service
Once
tial locations
providers mig111 prefer that the topics in education of
education programs for older people have been
greatest interest to older people would be practical and
developed and implemented they are seldom trouble· free.
directly useful, but Sarvis (1973) found little evidence of inProgram problems such as financial burdens, lack of
terest in basic education and coping skills. However, this
organiza
tional
support, staff shortages, and lack of infinding may not be generally valid. For example, Uphaus
terest are often encountered (DeCrow, 1978). DeCrow's
(1972) has found evidence of strong interest among older
analysis o f an Adult Education Association National Inpeople in special problems of aging such as finances (e.g.:
ventory o f 350 colleges and universi ties found the
social security, pensions, insurance, wills, and taxes) and
following problem incidence reports: 71 percent listed
healt11 concerns (e.g,: keeping fi t, c!let).
I rest
speci
01
al nte
finances as a major hindrance 10 turther development of
to programs of colleges and universities, almos
t one out
education programs to benefit older people; 23 percent
of every two older people have expressed some degree of
listed lack of interest among older people; 37 percent
interest in courses in the traditional
beral
li
arts
listed staff shortages; nine percent listed inadequacy of
curricu lum, and approximately one of three would like to
facilities; 28 percent listed inadequacy of supportive serimprove crafts skills (Graney & Hays, 1976). Academic
vices; 41 percent felt that potential participants could not
courses are the most important part of educational
afford the costs of program participation; 15 percent menprograms for older people in less than half of lhe intioned inadequacy of educational materials for older
stitutions that have such programs, and a '1arie1y of other
people; and 25 percent listed location o f, or com ·
kinds of courses are presently available (DeCrow, 1978).
munication w ith, olderpeople as potential participants as
In translating interest into enrollment we can expect
a major problem hindering educational programs
to observe an historical trend toward increasing pardeveloped to serve older people.
tici patlon in further education among older people. PerMany 1radllional sociological factors have been
cent enrollment is a decreasing function oi age
studied to determine their effects on older people' s in(Grabowski & Mason, 1974), and no special sex or race difterest and participation in furt11er education, lncl.u ding
ferences are evidently related to this difference. When
age, sex, race, prior educational attainment, rural/urban
recent enrollments among older people have been conresider1ce, health, and financial status. Decl ining interest
sidered it has been found that eight percent had been
and participation in association with increasing age has
enrolled within the past two years (Rac ine, 1978) and fifbeen documented by Uphaus (1972); Carp et al., (1974);
teen percent within the past live years (Mic higan, 1975).
Harris and Associates (1975); Graney & Hays (1976); and
Peterson (1974) reviewed data that showed only one and
Graney (1980). However, age itsel f is much less important
six-tenths percent of people aged 65 years or o lder were
than prior education attainment as an explanation for low
involved in some form of further education in the 1960s,
levels of participation among olderpeople, according to
but tater data estimated this percenl as two percent
statistics presented by Graney (1980).
(Harris, 1975). The likelihood of increased future
enrollments among belier.educated new cohorts of o lder
Past Exp.e rience
people is suggested by evidence that 71 percent ·of a sam·
The
single
most
lmportant factor in explaining further
pie of college-educated people aged 60 years old or older
participation in educational endeavors is, without doubt,
had been active in some form of further education since
past accompllshment. Graney (1980); Graney & Hays
retirement. Another reason why increased enrollment
(1976); Harris and Associates (1975); H iemsira (1972); and
among older people is expected is tnat educat ional
Uphaus (1971) all provide documentation in support of the
programs newly·developed for this constitueflCY are ex·
24
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importance of past educational attainmen
t. and Harris
andConsiderations,
older vol.
people
made
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8(1) Full
Issue this kind o f format available to them
Associates find that o lder college graduates are moro
(DeCrow
,
1978).
than twice as likely to pursue further education than o lder
The stereotypic concept o f the life o r an older person
high school graduates.
as normal ly being one of reti rement or social dis·
engagement is a view that is sometimes held by older
people themselves. A result can be the prejudice that any
Race
new endeavors or activities on their part are inappropriate
Findings with regard to race are unclear: Jackson &
and perhaps doomed to failure. Fear of failure, either ex·
Wood (1976) found greater interest and participation
pressed directly or through the indirect statement that
among o lder blacks in comparison to older whites, but
one Is "too old to learn" has consistently been found 10 be
Graney's (1980) analysis of national random sample data
a
major barrier to interest 1n education- and hence 10
does not support lhe finding of any significant racial dif·
enrollment and participation also-among older people.
ference. However, Graney (1980) does find evidence in
No fewer than one in four, and some times almost one of
support o f the find ing that older urban residents are more
every two older persons surveyed have cited this factor as
likely to be participants than older rural residents
a personal barrier (Graney & Hays, 1976; Phelps et al.
establis
hed earlier by Carp et al. (1974). The rural·urban d if'.
1976).
.
feronce is probably spurious, however, because it is li koly
that It can be explained by differences in past educational
Uses and Gratifications
attainments, different avai
itylabil
o f edu cational in· lons,
The
reason
that most older people give for non·
slitul
and transportation problems.
participation in further ed ucation Is simple lack of interest
(Gra.n ey & Hays, 1976; National Council on Aging, 1976;
Health
Racine, 1978). This may be a factor that Is relatively in·
dependent of fear of failure or negative self-conceptHealth status has been established as a correlate of
reflecting, instead, the older person' s perception that the
enrollments among older people by Graney (1980) and
content of course offerings Is orrelevant to his or her perRacine (1978). 11 is this factor of health in combination
sonal interests and/or experience. Because such a wide
with age-cohort differences In educati~nal attainments
variety ol course offerings Is already available it is likely
a.nd ll~ited financial resources among people living on
that either problems in communication have prevented
fixed incomes that may explain much of the age-related
educational Institutions from creating broader public
differences in enrollmen ts after age fifty-five. Even with
awareness of what is available or else there are some
free or reduced luilion that Is offered by many programs
among those surveyed who cannot find much of interest
financial abllity is consistently found to be a significant
in anything that could be o ffered by an educat
ional institu·
correlate o f Interest and partlcipatron in further education
ti on .
(Graney, 1980; Graney & Hays, 1976; Hiemstra, 1972;
Lack of lnterest may also signal psychological d isen·
Phelps ot al., 1976; Racine, 1978). This problem Is d ue to
gagement among some older people, and improved comthe costs o f additional clothing, transportat ion, tex tmunication efforts on the part o f educationa
l institutions
books, notebooks, and other material needs that
are unlikely to affect thi s pattern.
represent real costs even when tufl ion is free.
Havlghurs t (1964) conceptualized " basic kinds of
competence areas as instru men tal," and Londoner (1971)
Barriers to Participation
introduced an instrumental/expressive dichotomy Into the
Many things can be barriers to Interest In further
literature on aging and education. Hiemstra (1 973, 1976)
education or to enrollments and actual participation In
has explored this dichotomy in depth, establishing that
educational endeavors among older people. For example,
among older people as well a.s younger ones It is in·
many educational organizations offer programs for older
slrumentaf motives that are prevalent in the pursuit of furpeople that are restricted on a "space available" basis.
ther education. Graney (1980) has studied life cycle di f·
AU.hough the intent of encouraging participation Is good.
ferences in motive and found that although instrumental
11 1s unfortunate that this res triction implies a kind of
are prevalent overall, It Is among the younger (age
motives
..second·class citizens" s tatus for older people (Wein·
18-24) and older (age 55 or older) people that mixed
s tock, 1978). Older people often feet ou t of place 1n
motives are especially important.
academic settings, and one in fou r men tions this is a
problem and a barrier to interest and participation (Graney
Discussion
& Hays, 1976). The average o lder person has less formal
tional
Al though there Is always ri sk o f somehow reinforcing
edu ca
attainment than the national norm. amounting
stereotypes about older
pl peo e, some generaliza
tions
to less than nine years among persons aged 65 or older
from the literature on aging and education can be
(Timmerman, 1978). Often the classroom experience of
proposed. I offer these generalizations in the form of a
older people is a distant memory, so both lack o f ex.
clas sification of older people's responses on the question
perience and lack of recent contact are factors which may
of further education into three types of positive response
Increase anxiety and lower enrollments among older
and two types of negative response.
people. Thus, the conventional classroom style of
teach!ng., with lectu res, term papers, and written
Core Partlclpant
examinations discourages participation because older
The older Core Participant in further education tends
people aro often unfamiliar and uncomfortable with this
to have above·average resources of vigor and health,
format. DeCrow ( 1978) found that the prevalent formats
financial ability, and educational attainment. As a result,
used in existing programs for older people tend to be
this p erson is mobile, socially active, and strongly
short courses oflered as lecture classes or seminars.
motivated by either expressive or instrumental need s. The
Although most older people prefer at·home courses
Core Participant chooses either courses in the traditional
(Weinstock, 1978), only 17 percent of the programs for
liberal arts curriculum, for expressive reasons of selfFall, 1960
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fulfillment and the pleasure of the pursuit
o f knowledg()
in Vol. 8,or
Educational
Considerations,
No. view.
1 [1980],ItArt.is13 easy to understand why no course or
the com pany o f other, like-minded,
Is
people, or interested
cu rriculum Is likely to appeal to the Uninterested Nonin arts and crafts courses primarily for the Instrumental
Participan t o f any age category.
purpose of bui tcJing and main taining useful
l skills.
Margina (Potential) Participant
The olderalMargin Participant is, at present, a poten·
tlal participant who tends to have average resources of
heallh, tinances, and education for a member of his or her
age cohort. This person 's educational actrv1ty is often
bound by age-related restrictions of lime (daylight classes
only), place (conven iently near home in community teaming centers), curriculum (age-relevant) and format (brief
et followed
c.by c tass dis·
presentations- trigger films,
cussion moderated by the Instructor). Fai lure o f meeting
any one o f these q ualifications may be sufficient sooner
te the Older person from the ed ucat ional
or later to aller1a
sys tem . The poten
tial Marginal
Part icipant Is not slngu·
tarly motivated by either salient instrumental or expres·
slve needs, as would be necessary to overcome these re·
s trlct ions, but does have a mixture or both Instrumental
and expressive needs that could mo tivate participation in
lurther education when the restrictive qualifications re·
gardlng time, place, curriculum, and format have t>een met
satisfactorily. The Marginal Participant is most likely to be
recruited to participation through expressive relation·
ships with older friends, neighbors. or relatives who are
Core Participants.
Non-Traditional (Potential) Participant
The Non-Tra
ditional
Participant is, at present. usually
a person wilh Instrumen tal needs that cou ld poten tially be
served by educational
hougt1
tally m institu1 ions. Alt
en
better-ed ucated than average, and possessing
and activity levels sufficient for Independent living,
hoallh
the Non·Tradltlonal Participant tends to be advanced in
years ("old·old") and socially disengaged due to the ef·
fects o r declining vigor, limited financial resources, vision
or Maring losses, or transpor tation problems. Although
virtually unreachable through the traditional teaching
medium o f the classroom, the Non-Traditional Partici·
pant's extensive use of television, radio. and newspaper
presentahons to satisfy instrumental information·seeking
needs could potentially be mobilized. rationalized, and Implemented in a public service education program in a manner parallel to the Children' s Television Workshop conlri·
butions to education among younger people. People In
lla
this category may often pursue self·education programs
outside traditional auspices.
Uninterested Non·Participant
The Uninterested Non-Part icipant tencis to have
below.average formal educational attainments for his or
her age cohort, and has always placed llttte value on
education (beyond the minimum conventional lip service
reQuired for social acceptabi lity in our society) for people
of any age. The Uninterested Non -Participant attributes
his or her non-participation to the Irrelevance on contemporary curriculum. or lack of meaningful or interesting
courses currently offered. However, because this person
is fundamentally disin teres led in educahon, both hardwon knowledge and d ifficu lHo-aua
in
skills are written-off
as miraculous gifts or else as mere "technical details" un·
worthy of serious consideration: efforts expenoed on
educational endeavors are hard to justify from this point
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Disengaged Non-Participant
The Disengaged Nor1-Part1c1pant could be, at heart,
any of the four types already described. He or she has,
however, accepted the stereotype that older people are
" too old to learn," and nas disengaged from the world of
intellect and skills. The psychological disengagement of
the Disengaged Non-Participant is significantly different
from the social disengagement o f the Non-Traditional Participant in that the Non-Traditional Participant recognizes
some expressive and/or ins trumental needs that could,
potentially, be sati sfied through educational materials
presented through the · appropriate formal/medium,
whereas the Disengaged Non-Participant lacks this inner
mo tivation and is psychologically disengaged from concern with new experiences and persona
l
growth.
" Socializ<ition" in the sociological sense is normally
an activity that occupies a lifetime from birth to death. Effectively coping with changing community, home, and inner-personal environments requ ires information
acquisition, processing, and organization so that mastery
of one·s status as a fully lunctioning member of society
can be preserved, and so that competence in personal al·
fairs and planning for future contingencies can be maintained at an optimum level.
Maoy studies of limited scope and generalizabi lity
have explored age diffe rence~ in interest and enrollment
In further educ ation, and these findings have generally
been supported in analysis of large-scale
nal natio
random
sample data. Time and again lhe s tro ngest single predictor of participation in further education has been found to
be past educational attainmen t, although among older
people this activity is diminished because of declines in
health and wealth associated with aging. Increased
enrollments o f older people In future years may be experienced due to improved health and financial resources,
bu t the chief factor in increased participation is likely to
be the greater educational attainments of new cohorts of
older people.
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derived
by older students when they attend courses
Educational Considerations, Vol. 8,can
No. be
1 [1980],
Art. 13
Age-segregated programs
provided by college institutions. The paper willo als
explore
the val ue o f special programming for this popu·
lation versus " mai nstreaming" them into the regular
u· st
perpetuate artificial
dent body. Finally, It will address the uti lization of education programs by senior adults-who
actually
rpa
separation from
ticipates? Whil
e advocates tou t the advantages to both
student and institu tion of drawing more older people into
the general citizenry.
institu tions of higher education, it does not appear that
the great majority o f olde
r persons are availing themselves
o f the educational opportunit ies offered to them.

The Benefit of Education to The Older Adult
that people encounter a
series of social and physical changes as they age. Death
of spouse and friends, retirement, and relocation are
developmental events which are likely to be experienced
by the older person. These changes may be viewed as
potentially s tressful, leaving the older person vulnerable
to stress-related d iseases and disabilit
ies.
These same
even ts, however, can lead to a period of personal growth
and
men
t, ll
marked by new relationships and social
i fulf
roles (Boren et al., 1979). Regardless of the point of view
with which one chooses to view the aging process, there
is agreement among psychologists that individuals in
their tater years often review their lives,ng
acknowledgi
successes and failures in an effort to reconcile their fife
experiences (Butler & Lewis 1973; Erickson, 1959; Neugarten, 1968). White education c·annot be viewed as an antidote to the stresses of late life, it can be used as a
vehicle tor encouraging personal growth and productivity.
Al paugh et al. (1976) note that "an educational system involving these [older
) people In creative thinking, new interests, and novel projects would lead to leisure-time accomplishme
nts that would enhance their self concep t and
increase life satisfaction." In fact, in a 1979 study. Boren
et al. reported that participants in a career transition
program experienced a lessening of depression, a
growing sense of independence, and a heightening sense
o f their potential for undertaking new ventures.
Some researchers have taken this argument one step
further: the notion is that education not only provides a
pastime tor the older adult faced with a greater number of
leisure hours-it can actually contribu te to mental and
physical well-being. Cross & Florio (1978) claim that con·
tinued education, mental st
imulation, and cultural pur·
suits not only keep olderpeople happy, but they also
By Nancy Lerner Intermill
enhance a sense of well·being and, perhaps. even con·
tribute to increased longevity. Furthermore they cite a
s tudy of some 900 adults conducted in 1958 by the Duke
University Center for the Study of Aging and Human
Development which reported that better educated people
live longer than others.
It is a large and far too tenuous step to argue, much
In recent years the literature has sugges ted the val ue
less conclude, that continued participation in educational
of increasing educational opportunities for olderadults.
activities in later years is direc tly related to increased li fe
Covey (1980) points out that older people constitute a
expectancy. Educational participation tends to be selec- involvin
viable pool of potential students at a time when many
tive
those with hig her socioeconomic status
colleges are faced with declini ng enrollmen ts as wel l as
and better health. and those whose pas t life experiences
severe financial cutbacks. Furthermore, institutions of
have facilitated the knowledge to use the available serhigher education - particu larly public institu tions and
vices systems, includ ing education. Any apparent direct
community colleges- recognize the growing numbers of
relationship between educational participation and life ex·
older persons in our society and are looking to serve the
pectancy actually reflects the complex interaction o f a
educational needs of this popu lation (Chelsvig & Timnumber of variables such as these. Althou gh it is un·
merman, 1979). The literature also suggests that
doubted ly true that education can increase a sense of
education can be of value to the o lderadult in a variet y of
meaning and provide a mechanism for coping with life extional
ways. Th is paper will explore the potential benefits that
It is generall
y acknowledged

Education
programs
for older
adults:
A critique
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their lifeti mes. In total, these experiences create a context
periences, regardless of age, it is yet unclear to what
Litz and Sparkman:
vol. 8(1) Full
degree and in what specific ways education
is ofEducational
benefit Considerations,
for the history
of Issue
our nation. As we continue to support
programs (from social service to education) which
to the older adult. That it is a valuable activi ty is
acknowledged by educators and older people alike.
promote age segregation, we are inadvertently losing an
Whether education can become of greater value to a
invaluable resource. In his recent study of o lder coll
ege
broader range of older people remains to be seen. In this
students, Covey (1980) concludes " , . . that specialized
paper, several issues related to this broader question are
college curricula and prog rams may, in the Long run, be a
disservice to older people because it isolates them from
addressed.
standardized college course work and the general student
populat
ion
."
How to Best Serve The Older Student:
If
it
is
the responsibility of gerontolO'g ical program
Mainstreaming or Special Programming?
planners to encourage a realistic presen tation of the aging
Currently program planners for the aging are grap·
process in our society, It may be argued that age·
pii ng with the question of generic versus categorical ser·
integrated programs provide an opportunity tor the prac·
vic es. Generic services imply a sense of equality and
!ice of this precept. Through age·integrated programs in
universality whereby older people are served by a system
which persons of various ages work and play together, the
simply Dy virtue o f their being citizens or adults-not
mutual contact of these ag.e groups are more lil<ely to
because they are old or poor or vulnerable. Categorical
foster their viewing each 01her realistically rather than
services, on the other hand , are specially designed with
stereotypically. There are educational programs available
one interest group in mind, and the assumption is made
to older persons which are of an age·lntegrated nature.
that needs can best be met in these " specia
l prog
ms." ra
For the most part these programs take the form of pol icies
The educational opportunities available lo o lder adults
In colleges and universi ties wh ich offer older people the
today reflect this dilemma of generic versus categorical
opportunity to audit regular courses on a free or reduced
programs.
tui tion basis. As of 1979 one out of three institutions of
A number o f categorical educational programs have
higher education offered such programs tor older persons
been created over the fast several years in order to appeal
(Chelsvig & Timmerman, 1979). Free and reduced-fee audit
to th e o lderstudent. Some insti tu tions o f higher edu ·
programs not on ly provide an opportun ity for in·
cation offer programs on campus while o thers invite the
tergenerational exchange, but they have another . ad·
older student to attend college courses in vacation·like
vantage over categorical programs as well: they offer a
settings away from home. Course offerings vary, but they
range of courses to the older person which are not
typically incl ude the liberal arts, self.awareness courses,
available through special programs. Sel f·actualization and
and ans and crafts. Courses such as these are gen ·
arts and crafts classes have traditionally been offered by
erally offered on a no-credit basis. Probably the best·
special program planners to meet the assumed need s of
known program of this type is the Elderhostel program.
this population. Current evidence shows that planners
Formed in the summer of 1975, the intent of the program
may have misread the ed ucational concerns of the elderly;
was to provioe a residential educational experience for
older people are also interested in pursuing courses
older persons. Three one·week courses were offered at
related to second or late entry career interests (Bo ren et
~ach o f five ins titu tions; special activities and events were
al., 1979; Jones, 1979). Through the " mainstreaming" appromoted as part of the program. The ins titutionalization
proach, the older student can choose to participate in virand universal spread of the Elderhostel concept indicates
tually any course offered by the institu tion; thus he o r she
its success. In the su mmer of 1980, all 50 s tates wi ll have
can fulfill
i ividlnd
ua educatlonal desires and needs.
programs; some 300 colleges will be offering courses and
it's expected that 25,000 older persons will participate.
Utilization of Educational Programs by Olde
r Adults
Another categorical program o f a slightly different nature
is described by Boren et al. (1979) in which a second
It has been shown that education is a valuable tool in
career program was designed to help older adults cope
assisting the o lder person to adjust to the aging process.
Nationwide. institutions o f hig her ed ucation are offering a
constructively wi th mid li fe and midcareer changes.
variety of programs such as those described above to
Proponents of specialized programs such as th~.se no te
that they• lessen the " culture
"
shock of the edu'cational
meet the diverse educational needs of this population. It
appears likely, however, that the vast majority of 1hese
system arid may provide an entry for the older person into
programs are not reaching the older persons in greatest
mainstream programs.
While differen t in In tent these prog rams are.£ imila
r
in
need (Chelsvig & Timmerman, 1979). While docu mentation
that, by virtue o f their categorical nature, they are age·
ot the numbers of older persons participating In
segregated. There are dis9dv_?ntages to age·segregate
educational programs is scant (Chelsvig & Timmerman,
d
programs of all types which cannot be ignored. In our
1979; Covey, 1980), a study conducted by the National
ageist soc iety, categorical programs perpetuate the arCenter for Education Studies ind icated that as of May
tificial separation of older people from the general
1975, only 4 percent of those 55 years and over were parcitizenry. This is particu larly iron ic in ed ucational settings
t icipating in educational opportunities. Furthermore, this
where gerontology centers advocate for the rights of
group comprised only 9 percent of the to tal number o f
elders to participate fully in our society. On a more
adu lt participants in educational ac tivities.
pragmatic level it should be noted that federal funding of
II has been suggested that those elders Who do par·
categorical programs is beg inning to decline, and it is
ticipate in college programs are actually a select group.
likely that this trend will continue in view of our faltering
well·educated, and of relatively secure financial means
economy. Perhaps the most disturbi ng aspect of these
(Chelsvig & Timmerman, 1979; Covey, 1980). A brief
programs is that with the separation of generations, a
analysis of demographic profiles In the Elderhostel
great deal of wisdom and tradition disappears over time.
program indicates that this program serves senior adul ts
Older peop le carry with them the personal experiences of
who have been involved w fth the educational system
Fall, 1980
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c ampuseso f prev ious educati on level or
throughout their li fespans (Elder
h
tel
ual os
AEducational
nn Considerations,
Report, Vol. 8, No.
1 [1980], Art.regardless
13
soc ioeconomic status. The o lder student i s here to
1978). In 1978, 83 percent of all Elderhostel participants
stay - w hat remains is lhe c hall
enge to provi de him or her
had previ ous ly attended som e college; 30 percent of the
with the ed ucation that best sui ts his or her needs.
participants had c omple ted graduate sc hool. Covey (1980)
surveyed participants in age-integrated free and reduced·
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middle
to include
Litz and Sparkman:
Educational Considerations,
vol. the
8(1) Full
Issue aged and the elderly, few exam·
Physical design issues
affect
pies of sustained programs for older people on campuses
(that have clear housing or environmental
ions) implicat
accessibility, safety,
could be cited. Examples Include:
1) Tommey Abbott Public Housing, Syracuse, NY: a
and usability.
three tower complex (one for the elderly and lhe
other two for men and women students, joined by
public areas used by both younger and older
people) sited at the foot of Syracuse University
's
campus, adjacent to and administered by the All·
University Gerontology Center in cooperation with
the Public Housing Department;
2)

Educational
environments
for the elderly

By Thomas 0 . Byerts

In recent years, interest In c ontinuing education and
public service activities ror adults has expanded at a.
modest rate. Serious concentration on the special
education needs of the elderly is, however, growing
rapidly on some university and community col lege cam·
puses across the country. This interest is prompted by a
number of factors which include recent realization of the
broad education and services needs o f older people,
recogn ition of new (and needed) sources of revenue, and
development of good will for institutions of higher learning. From the consumer point of view, rising levels of
education achieved by "newer" cohorts of older people,
coupled with higher expeclations tor learning, leisure activities, earlier retirement, second careers, and economic

1

necessity tor new job skills caused by rising costs of
living, are reading to new levels of interest. This does not
mean that large numbers of older people are expected to
arrive on campuses, though the numbers should increase
in general. As relevant programs are developed on campuses and at extension sites, the increases could be
dramatic.
i·
Beyond some traditional and non·traditional
inst
tutions actively marketing educational services to alumni
and broadening their definition of "older" adult students
Educational Considerations, Vol. 8, No. 1, Fall, 1980
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Fairhaven College, Bellingham, WA: Features an
age integrated approach to married student hOus·
ing and classes; and

3) The Elderhoster Program: A growing national net-

work of educational institutions that develop shortterm stay, residential campus (summer) programs
for older people.
In addition, campuses such as lhe University of
Il linois at Urbana·Champaign, are major state campus
models for accessibility to the handicapped. TM University of Illinois program began over 25 years ago and has attracted a number of disabled students. It has a pioneering
rehabilitation insti tute that spearheaded the design standards for the campus and provides a focal point for
enabli ng a large popu lation of physically handicapped
students to obtain a high quality education.
In another direction, some educational institutions
-particularly community colleges- have assumed re·
sponsibil ity for sponsoring and housing senior center pro·
grams, adult day care centers and other recreation. social
and health hospital clinics and special diagnostic programs for older people. Other educational institutions offer alumn i college programs where alumni of all ages are
invited to participate in special educational opportunities
on campus. Some programs requi re overnight accommo·
dations.
Physical Design Issues
Serious physical design issues affecting security,
safety, and usability must be addressed, lest inappropriate and unfortunate situations develop on campus-be they campus resident ial, commuter, or extension
located in th.e community. In fact, if dealt with properly, a
re·design of most campuses would improve the en ·
vironment for students, staff and visitors of all ages and
conditions. Action along this line is being spurred forward
by lhe Federal pressure of Section 504 of the Rehabilita·
lion Act of 1973 as summarized from an excerpt of an HEW
Fact Sheet, March 1978, detailed below:
In c olleges and other post-secondary institu·
lions, recruitment. admissions, and the treatment ol
students must be free of discrimination.
Quotas for admission of handicapped persons
are ruled ovt, as are pre-admission inquiries as to
whether an applicant is handicapped. However, vol·
untary post-admission inquiries may be made in advance of enrollment concerning handicapping condi·
lions to enable an institution to provide necessar}·
services.
Higher edvcation institu1ions mus1 assvre ac·
cessibllity of programs and activities to handi·
31
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cappea students and employees.
Architectural
handicapped
student parking spaces close in
Educational
Considerations, Vol. 8, minimum,
No. 1 [1980], Art.
13
barriers must be removed where the program is not
proximity lo major buildings must be provided. Some
made accessible by other means. A university,
older people may not have the physical stamina lo make ii
however, is not expected ro make all its classroom
from one class to the next across campus in the few
buildings accessible b(J//dings, or take other steps
minu tes allotted between classes. Reorganization of
to open th11 program ro handicapped stud1mts. Hand·
schedu les, circulation patterns and location may be ap·
icapped persons should have the same options
campus shuttle bus? Is it accosslble?
propria1e.
Is
available to others in selecting courses.
it reliable?
Security is difficult on university campuses since
The balance of tnis paper focuses on physical design
lhere are usually many entrances a nd exits, and many
Issues and !heir Implications for the relatively new and
campuses are spread out in ..park·like" settings. Students
polentially broad-based ··aging o f !he campus."
and non-studen ts blend easily together. Ttiere are land·
scaped grounds for beauty and c ontemplation by day.
Motivation
They also, however, provide places to hide or escape at
A serious look at motivation is in order. In the mid·
night. Even ing classes can be dangerous if lighting is
70s, as many higher education programs began 10 face
inadequate
and siudent traffic is sporadic, since classes
cutbacks in lunding, reduced operating income irom
are let out at designated times.
declining enrollments and endowments, inflationary
Building signage or clear images sugges ting funclion
pressures and empty dormitories (stud ents pre ferring to
are typically poor or non-existent. Most campu ses were
live in the community), some institutions began a
buil t over a porlod o f years. Some maintain a particular ar(desperate) search for student ''bodies."
chitectural style while others colleot various architectural
Are the emp1y classrooms and dormitories a result of
styles
,
contemporary to the time of c onstruction. Rarely is
the declining quality of education or the instilullon'
s lack
there a uniform (or even clear) graphic system. Campus
of relevance to society? Were the dormitories vacant due
maps are traditionally hard to find and hard to read. Many
to poor design. management. or maintenance? Is the
buildings are named after benefactors-not activities or
motivation for encourag ing older students a result o f a
unl!s contai ned therein and often multi ple functions are
sincere desire to expand the age mix and challeoge the
contained in one building. Street addresses are rarely
faculty and " tradit ional " student body with the wisdom
used. People who are out walking may have memorized
and experience that maturity brings? Is th ere a comtheir route, are famlliar with a portion of the campus, or
mitment to Clevelop a. support unit to facili tate older
!hey too are lost!
students returning to the campus? As these questions are
answered, an evaluation of the existing physical plant/
Entry
equipment followed by a plan with a goal of developing a
The
next
issue
lo
consider
is the building entrance.
more age-Integ rated program of learning, is clea
rly in or·
Many college buildings were built with classical s tyles in
der.
mind. Thus, there are o ften several formal entrances on
It must be recognized !hat campuses (as Is the case
axis with the bu ilding
.
The entrances are usually apwith mos t cities or buildings) were not built to ac·
proached by s tairs to set them off or> a formal platform.
commodate permanently or temporarily disabled o r frail
Which entrance Is the most direct route to the classroom,
elderly persons or even children or disoriented visitors for
lhe office, or lab In question? Buildings must now have at
that ma1ter. Campuses have recently come under steady
least one entrance on grade or ramped for handicapped
federal pressure and regulatory controls in this area.
wheelchair s tudents, staff, and vi si tors. The typical heavy
These stanelards for assessing usability o f public
single or double doors (or in more modern build ings.
buildings Insist that programs that take place In bui ldings
revolving doors), must be nego tiated to enter buildings.
must be accessible and usable by the handicapped and
Safe, power-assisted doors shou Id be considered.
elderly.They Include: 1) ir>corporation of reserved parking
with dignified entrance/egress (not through loading dock
Interior
at rear); and. 2) tree movement through and use of
facilities (e.g., bathrooms, drinking foun tains, and
The next area of concern is the need for Clear, wide
cafeterias as well as labora!orles/Jibraries, recreational
hallways in heavy traffic areas. Hopefully, excess glare is
facilities and classroom spaces). For residential cam·
reduced by dark glass or a canopy over the exterior winpuses, the regu lations orten apply to campus housing
dows. Interior !ask lighting, matte finishes on floors and
such as married student apartments, single studen t do<·
lever handle hardware should be used in both new or
mitories, hotels, apartments, and boarding homes in the
remodeled construction. Quality of signage Is often a
neighborhood.
critical and overlOOl<ed interior design issue.
rly
clea
Are the elevators and laboratory facilities
Circulation
marked? Are the classrooms easily identified? Can a
Whether they are large, sprawl ing ru rat campuses,
wheelchair-bound person use the public
telephone
and
dense in ner city campuses or modest exten sion sites in
for
only
drinking fountains? Are the elevators limi ted
churches, libraries or shopping areas, most campuses rely
facu lty use? Can the controls be reached from a seated
on " student power" to get up to the next classroom or
position? Is II easy to tell what floor a person is on? Do the
over to the next building Few campuses take real control
elevator doors close slowly and retract easily if blocked?
of conditions like weather, distance, and security. Cam·
Is there braille and raised tellering on the controls?
puses rend to be under-equipped relative to eleva
tors or
Can a hard·Of·hearing student communicate ovor the
escalators sinc e they were designed for active 18·24 year
background noise o f the corridor or in the classrooms/of·
olds who were expected to walk up and down stairs.
fices? Are there places 10 sit and res l that are our o f the
Parking lots are usually expensive, requ ire passes. and are
flow of traffic? Classrooms are often among the most inef.
often located on the periphery of campuses. Al a
fective and inefficient environmen ts for communication.
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vised ch ildren could be a detriment A set of policies
Too many classrooms have acoustical, lighting and venLitz and
Sparkman: Educational
vol. 8(1)
would have
to Full
be Issue
worked out before various groups of
tilating problems. The chairs are often
uncomfortable
and Considerations,
older people occupy the faci lities.
fixed in rows with table arms that get in the way. The larger
A key element is the design of the dwelling
le
unit.
theater settings are 'often cold and impersonal and the
Sing rooms or suites with private bathrooms and an emseminar rooms are often congested . Are the faculty ofphasis on showers with a seat and sprayer as well as the
fices su itable fo r scholarly d iscussion, writing and coninclusion of grab bars throughout are a growing priority
ducling research?
for most people. Space and privacy should be adequate
Due to the tight budgets, many campus administra·
for conducting the activities of daily living. Fittings and
lions have had to cut back on maintenance and cleaning.
hardware should be simple and easily operated. TeleGraffiti, posters, and debris crowd out d irectional signs
phones and emergency communication systems in each
and passageways. Are the exits clearly marked and hardu n ii are strongly recommended . If cooking is perm ilted in
ware workable? Do faculty and staff take full advantage of
the unit or in the common space on each floor, electric
whatever inherent flexibility there is in the use of space
stoves are indicated and task lighting in these areas
and equipmen t?
shou Id be increased. Background noise should be minim ized throug hout these tac ill ties.
Living Arrangements
On balance, construction of new apartments or
For campuses interested in attracting temporary or
renovation of existing buildings truly designed Jor the
full time older students into campus housing or housing
elderly and handicapped are the first priority. Serious conin the community, the "quality" and appropriateness of
version of dormitories or community housing for longstudent housing can become a critical issue. Typic al
term stay is a second and perhaps more feasible alterstudent dormitories featuring two-person " efficiency"
native. A motel or transient hotel/apartment type of arrooms, a smal l lounge on each floor
h wit gang bathrooms
rangement or well-designed dormitory tor short term stays
down the hall are not appropriate for extended, or in some
may be adequate.
cases, even for short-term stays. As duration of s tay shi fts
from short-term to long-term, housing should meet and
Conclusion
potentially exceed the HUD Minimum Property Standards
The physical envi ronment plays a much stronger role
for Multi-Family Facilities.
in people's lives than is commonly realized. This role inDemand for more amenities or special features increases with duration of stay and degree of disability
creases in importance as people grow older and expresented by older students, alumn i or retired facu lty
perience age-related loss of perceptual acuity, reaction
members. New construction of conventional or subsitime, strength, dexterity, social and familial ties, and condized apartments designed for the elderly and hand ilidence of youth. Appropriate responses to the growing
needs and demands of older people for education services
capped would provide year-round dwellings for older stu·
dents, spouses or others. Rehabilitating existing struc·
will take a major commitment from campus administratu res can provide space to meet new standards of usage.
tion, whether educational o fferings are traditional or non .
Accessible and func tional apartment houses or
traditional in design. This applies to both new and old
campuses and bui ldings
boarding homes on or near the campus which are located
For programs to be successful,
.
in safe neighborhoods should be considered. Married stuan environment developed with a knowledgeable, sensident housing wi th several bedrooms may be more appro·
tive approach is required. Without this, only minor gains
priate than dorm itories, but large numbers of unsuperwill be made in education programs tor olderadu
s. lt
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1 [1980],
Art. 13 for career programs, but so far this
older
Americans
Institutions of higherEducational
learning
is largely a missed opportunity.'
fig ures indicate that adults 55 years of age and
need to increase work-related olderWhile
form about 7.7 percent of the total enrollment al
postsecondary institutions,' it Is difficult to assess how
training and support services.
many career-related training opportunities are being of·

Community
colleges
and career
education for
older adults
By Jeanne B. Aronson
and Margaret Eccles

In an address delivered at the 1979 Natio nal Adu lt
Education Conference, Arthur S. Flemming, former com·
missioner of the Administration on Ag ing, stated:
Colleges and un iversities must develop more career
programs to meet the needs of growing numbers of
older Americans who are not leaving the work force
at the tradllional retirement age... . Because older
persons will not always think about the campus as a
place that ollers
help, educational institu11ons
have
a responsibility to locate people who are ret111ng and
tell them about educational opportunities.
•
Higher education Institutions are confronted with a
tremendous opportunlly to respond to the needs of
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fered to older adults nationwide at colleges and universities, or how many adults are taking advantage ol them.
In 1977 the American Council on Education surveyed
public and private two- and lour·year institutions of higher
education to assess the extent of Instructional programs
and c om mun ity services being offered adults 55 years and
older!Altho
h ug over hall of the 556 institutions responding offered no programs dosl9nod
ically specif
for older
adults, 58 percent of the public two-year colleges and
52 percent o f the publ ic universities did have such programs- mainly for self-impro
vement, use
of leisure time.•
and pre-retirement. Courses geared toward second career
training composed 17.5 percent o f the programs at public
two-year colleges and 20 percent at public universities.
Community colleges, serving over one third of all
postsecondary students In the country, have through both
philosophy and statute adopted a role and mission that is
closely conversant with and responsive to the expressed
educational needs of their communities. During the past
decade community colleges have recognized the emerg.
ing needs oi more diverse groups of adult learners and
have incorporated the concept ot li felong education Into
their mission statements and program otferings. Between
1974 and 1976 enroll
ment ol s tudents 35 and over at two·
year colleges j umped 30 percent; total enrollment for this
group in fall 1977 was 1.3 mil lion . The average age of the
community college s tudent is now over 29.'
In a recent publication of the College Board's Future
Directions for a Learning Socloty project, Howard Bowen
attributes the success of the community colleges in attrac ting adult learners to this responsive stance:
It Is only a slight exaggeration to say that they of·
fered virtually any subjecl for which a demand
existed or could be created and for anyone who
wished to learn part·time or fult·time. They offered
courses on any schedule and at any place that
seemed convenient to the learners.•
In addition, the community college offers relatively
low
tuition.

Part of the community colleges' thrust toward the
adu lt learner has been to specifically design programs and
services for olderough
adults. alth
it is difficult to provide
exact numbers bec au se of lhe way enrollment data are
kept. Most older adults. at least
ially,
Initenroll
for non·
credit activities, wh ich are estimated by the U.S. Office of
Education to have increased 500 percent in community
colleges between 1968 and 1978.' The s tate of Maryland is
one of the few that keeps detailed records by age, and
these show that in fiscal year 1978 there were 25, 123
adults over 60 years o f age In
enrolled
non-credit courses
specific
al ly designed for them, and 800 persons over
60 enrolled in special credit courses.' Even here. however,
the exact number ol persons over 60 enrolled in courses
open to all students cannot be ascertained, although it is
estimated as "thousands."
Career·related programs have provided a small percentage of course oflerings in comparison to liberal arts.
recreational, and coping skills activities. However, in the
belief that com munity colleges need to increase work-ional Con
u Ed cat
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Litz for
and older
Sparkman:
Educational
vol.strong
8(1) FullisIssue
the interest o f older adults in remainHow
related training and support services
adults,
the Considerations,
ing active in paid employment? The well-documented
Older Americans Program of the American Association of
"graying of America," in which the percentage of the
Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), under a grant
population 55 years and over wilt rise from 20 percent
rrom the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, is working
today to a projec ted 27 percent by 2030 whi le younger age
with colleges to Identify and encourage effective career
gro ups remain stable or shrink,"Is having many effects
programs.
on American social and economic life. Nowhere Is this
ti
in 1978 s tated its
The program's first publicaon
more apparent than in the con troversy over the Social
basic view that:
Security System and the increasing demand on a comCommunity colleges have many resources poten·
paratively sh rinking younger work force to support a
tially useful in bringing the mature talents of older
burgeoning number of retired persons. While four workers
people more fully into play In a changing work world:
supported a beneficiary a few years ago, lhe projected
a community base; .. . es tabl ished relations with
ratio for 2025 is two workers supporting one beneficiary."
local employers in a variety or occupational training
is currently being debated whether the system can even
programs; placement service, Job counseling and It
remain afloat as its reserves dwind le, and four out ol five
means of verifying skills; forms for organizing, ad·
of today's employees have indicated less than full conministering and publicizing new programs; exfidence that Social Security will be able to pay them the
perience with adults in large numbers and, in recent
benefits owed." Lack of confidence in future income
years, with older adults.... Present mechanisms for
benefits, coupled with s teep inflation and expectations ol
bringing workers and jobs toget her are inefficient for
a relatively healthy and long lifespan, are leading many
servi ng older job seekers ancl the "suddenly old"
Americans to q uestion tile wisdom of giving up all Involvedisplaced midd le-aged applican ts; ... seldom are
ment In prod uctive employment. Many o thers who have althe special counseling and placement problems o f
ready retired are also finding economic, social, and
older workers addressed.'
psychological reasons to consider a return to paid emIn the interim, the Older Americans Program has
ployment.
worked with many colleges offering such programs as
The 1979 Louis Harris survey of " American Attitudes
senior employment services, specialized training courses
toward Pensions anct Retirement" tound that:
to fill an ident ified need in the community (e.g.homeSignificant peroen1ages (of em ployees) would prefer
maker and home health aides), self-employment training
and support such as assi stance to a hand icralt cooperato work - either full·time or part·tlme, at the same job
tive, and peer counseling programs. Adults served include
or at a less demanding job. •. • A totat of 51 percent
t>oth those near retirement and those already retired.
say they would prefer to continue with some type of
employment. . .. Of those 50·64, 48 percent say they
Intend 10 continue working instead of retiring, as do
Although complete data on enrollments and numbers
of programs offered are no t available, two AACJC svrveys
an almostequal percentage of younger workers. . . .
provide an lndlr.a tlon o f the status o l career education for
Among those already retired ... 46 percent would
older adu lts al comm unity colleges.
prefer to be working ... and 53 percent would have
In 1977 the Older Americans Program surveyed compreferred to continue working instead of retiring."
munity colleges concerning work-related ollerings for
The feasibility of older workers continuing or reenolder adults! Of the 547 respondents, 140, or 25 percent,
tering paid employment will t>e greatly influenced by emindicated they had courses or workshops related to imployer attitudes toward older workers' c apabilities, the
counseling
provemenl or acquisition of job skills. Special
e~ls tenc e o f alternative work patterns such as part-time or
services for older adults were Ind icated by 139 co11eges;
shared jobs, Che eKpansion of job developmenc efforts to
12 senior employment services were identified, with
ident
y if occupations especially suited to older adults'
16 other colleges having closely related services such as
skills and experience, and the general employment picjob-seeking clinics. Many colleges indicated an Integrature. The 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Amend·
tion of services for all students, with no specilic older
ments raising the mandatory retirement age to 70, and the
adu lt components.
1975 Age Discrimination Act both have strong potential
An in-depth survey of career education in community
for lnlluencing retirement patterns, although ii Is too early
colleges was undertaken by AACJC in 1978, '' based on
to judge their effec ts.
of Education's Career Education Office
ce
the U.S. Olli
The issue of whether continued older worKer parde finition of " helping individuals acquire and utilize th e
ticipa tion in the labor force denies entrance or promotion
knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for each to
to younger workers requires a carefu l consideration of the
make work a meaning ful, productive, and satrsfying part ol
factors which influence job openings across the
his or he r way of living.
economy. Obsolescence, technology, and changing work
Eight specific components were stud ied, with over
patterns all influence employment opportunities, so that
65 percent of the colleges having all eight In place. Those
younger workers do not necessarily move directly into
most relevant to the adult learner included career reslo ts left by retirees. Use o f experienced older workers as
source centers (77 percent), services for adu lts in career
short-term consultants, as trainers for younger workers, or
transition (86 percent), work experience opportun ities
as part-time workers in community service are all exam(85 percent), and collaboration with the community ples
of non-conflicting alternatives. Many older adults do
(92 percent). Of the colleges surveyed, 43 percent indinot want to work lull-time and many are interested In self.
cated offering career services to senior citizens, although
employment. Also to be considered is the right of o lder
65 percent of them indicated a need for assistance in this
persons to maintain themselves in productive capacities
area. Senior ci tizens were In fac t among those least we ll
In the face of chang ing demographics, where ii is not un·
served, whereas adults in career transition and women
common for a 65-year·old to be financially responsible for
were among the populations best served.
an infirm parent.
0
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It cannot be realistically maintained
thal continuance
low-income.
racial, and ethnic opportunity;
or reentry of older persons In the job market will suddenly
our contribution to the labor forc e; what community
become easy, when workers over 45 presently form one of
colleges are doing to reduce unemployment, to
provide needed skills, and to respond to the manlhe largest groups of " d isco
uraged" workers, i.e., those
who g ive up seeking employment
ted ar1er repea
failure."
power needs of a rapidly c hanging induslriat
technology; our assistance and service 10 comCommunity colleges and other educational inslitulions
will not likely be able merely to Include more older adults
munity human service and how we meel the
requirements of lhe adull learner; how successful
training programs establi shed for younger persons
we ase in promoting the conc ept o f lifelon
without some modi ficalions or provision o f iacilitating
g leaming. ,.1
mechanisms. Heavy reliance on cooperative arrangem
en
1s
llh business and indusl
,
ry governmen t. non -pro fi t or·
ganizations, and other educatio nal institu tions is often
necessary 10 fashion training opportunilies and support
FOOTNOTES
services that are effective in placemen! of older workers,
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and Sparkman: Educational Considerations,
vol. 8(1) Full Issue
communitY·based
or adult education available. The
Community-basedLitzeducation
response to this process has been significant and was
highlighted In the Spring of 1979 with the passage of
provides a learning
the Community Resource Act (CAA) in the Kansas
Legislature. The CAA provides small amounts of start.up
alternative.
funds for community groups (such as Senior Centers) to

Education
and the elderly

By Jim Killacky

Un iversity for Man serves the Manhattan, Kan. com ·
munity of some 47,000 which includes the student
population of Kansas State University. Since Its founding
in 1968, UFM has grown from a small campus·based free
university to a complex organization with the following
major components:

I

1) The Campus·Community Program offers approxmatefy 250 course offerings three times per year, and some
12,000 participants engage in these learning experiences. Courses are led by volunteers; they are free
from grades, tuition, cred it or exams, and fall Into the
general areas of crafts, fine arts, skills
, foods, appropriate
technology, environment, self, play, and communi ty. In ad·
dition, the Campus·Community program sponsors a
varie.ty of other projects such as evening child care, com·
mun1ty gardens, a speaker series, workshops and con·
ferences. In the past it was a catalyst tor a successful food
co·op, a crisis center, a women's center and a number of
other community programs. Participants in these courses
and other projects are about evenly divided between the
campus and communi ty and Include a significant number
of senior citizens.
2) The Outreach Program has over the past six years
been instrumental Jn the effective establlsl\ment of free
university/community education programs in over 35 lo·
cations In Kansas. Most of these programs are in
smaller more rural places where there is little or no form of
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establish their own community resource programs. The
importance of this legislation was that the time from in·
troduction to final appropriation was a nearly unprecedented brief 10 weeks. During the 1978·79 year, there
were an estimated 32,000 participants in programs across
the state of Kansas. The Outreach Program is currently
working with groups in fou r other states on the dissemination of this rural community education model.
In its 12-year history UFM, as an organization, has
been keenly aware of both the value and the obligation to
involve people who are elderly fully in our programs. Older
people serve on the staff; UFM also works very closely
with service and planning agencies for the aged to insure
that aging needs, issues and desires are addressed in
programmat ic efforts.
Method
This paper draws primarlly from in·deplh interviews
with eight people who are closely associated with University for Man and its Outreach effort.' These individuals are
agency heads, course leaders, project directors or course
takers. The majority of those interviewed are elderly. The
interviews, which were conducted in early 1980, were not
scientifically structured research ·type meetings. Rather,
each session, lasting an average of two hours, began with
a question on the interviewees' perceptions· of com·
munity-based education and the elderly and followed in a
free· flowing discussion format thereafter.
Results
Joe de la Torre Is the Director of the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP) in Manhattan and cautions that
UFM should not identify specific courses for the "elderly." To pigeon hole older people perpetuates ageism. We must, he argues, recognize that older people do
not want to be closeted with their peers all of the lime,
bu! do want and need to mix with other age groups in the
community. Bert Franklin, a retired career diplomat,
professor and longtime Yoga teacher for UFM echoes this
sentiment and suggests that UFM's (and therefore com ·
munity·based education's) greatest asset is that ii pro·
vides a unique mechanism to tap the wisdom of the el ·
der
ly for sharing with others of all ages. It provides many
members of the elderly population a program around
which they can order their lives and take a major step out
of the isolation which can be a critical issue for many of
them. Franklin continues, "many older people are tired of
reading magazines and want to be somebody, whether as
a student or teacher. The most satisfying courses I teach
are those for older people, because they are more highly
motivated and fess distracted by other demands on their
time." This sentiment was echoed by a very old person in
one western Kansas community who noted that " th is
commu nity education Is good because ii gets all ages
working together, and for those of us who do not belong to
a bunch of ctubs and organizations or do not believe in
that sort of thing, then community education fills an im·
portanl gap In our lives."
Another perspective on the relationship between
community based education and the elderly comes from
37
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Considerations,
No. 1 ty
[1980],
Art. 13 Gerry Westling notes, "ii that class had
Helen Hanson. She lives in the small Educational
rural community
of Vol. 8,muni
projeol.
Olsburg (population 169) 10 which she retired a few years
not taken place, then we might only not be engaged in this
ago after 33 years as a teacher in a major oily. In Olsburg,
project, but we might not have had a centennial
about the time Helen moved In with her re1ired widowed
celebration. Now the whole town is pulling together, as we
sister, a group of people were forming a communily·based
expect around 2,000 folks here on the big day, includi ng
ed ucation program with the assistance of the UFM
e lh Governor. Olsburg, Kansas Is very much alive and
Outreach staff. Helen viewed tho development of a free
\'Jell.''
university community education program in her town as
Pal Embers and Barb Nelson who are co·coordinators
an excellent means tor her reintroduction 10 tho commu·
of the Olsburg project note thal such efforts make their
lives more affable. They and their young families moved to
nlty in which she grew up. Each term (fall, spring, and sum·
me~ this local program offers between 15 and 25 courses
Olsburg over the past six years. Townspeople, especially
on a wide range of issues. Helen and her sister led a
older citizens, appreciate their eflorts to facilitate and
History o f tl1e Bible course In their home, and it met on
assis t in the development of such courses and related
several occasions for about one and one-half hou rs. Cof·
events even when they choose not to participate In each
fee, tea and cake were served afterwards, so that the
event. Pat and Barb c ontend that the barriers between ago
groups are disappearing and that, In addition to learning,
meeting served not only an education function but
provided an Important series of social Interactions as well.
the greatest reward has been increased social interaction
formed around common interests and mutual concerns
This retired teacher took another course m black·
smithing-so that she could learn how to fix her grinder.
rather than age or socio-er.onomic status. In an era of
Thro ugh these and many o ther unusual combinations of
decreasing material resources, coupled with a growi ng
subjects and s tudents, o lder people are getti ng to know
need for greater personal and social interdependence for
survival, such trends may become a more and more
younger folks: skil ls are being shared and learned; and the
critical facet of social existence in the coming years.
segregation of senior citizens, so tragically prevalent in
our country tOday, is slowly declining. Helen Hanson and
Discussion
her sister Vera do not accept the notion that their small
town is dying. They argue, with k nowledge, au thority and
These and activi ties like them are common to com·
conviction, that the town is very much alive and well, and
mun ity·based free university projects across Kansas. In
that their community-based ed ucation program Is a major
smal I ru rat places where schools are closed due lo
contributing factor. " Perhaps the most Important con·
unification, where there is no passenger railroad, doctor.
tribution of the program,.. they conclude, " is that as a
cinema or theatre. such projects provide a means of filling
result of the interaction of all classes and ages wnh one
the void created by such at>sences. There are scores of
another people hereabouts are now showing more con·
anecdotes about the involvement of the elderly In cornce rn for each other as human beings.u
munify·based education such as the free university model.
Down the street in ano ther house from which there
Of course, 1101 all persons over 55 years of age In every
comes an always warm welcome
community desire hig h levels o l involvement In such
e
IIv Gerry and Lois
Westling. Gerry recently retired as a ru ral mall carrier. Lois
projects. Many older people choose to spend their lime
is the local postmaster. Both have been active In the com·
otherwise, and often do so very rewardingly. However,
munity education program since Its inception In 1977.
there are in Kansas and etsewhere, thousands of people
Their experience brings into focus another Important
over 55 who are gifted, talented, eager to learn and to
phase of this concept of community education. Gerry and
share and who sadly are forgotten or neglected. The vision
Lois have always been interested in local hi story, and in
or community·based education is that it provides a forum
one of the early series o f courses they convened a
which can:
meeting on this topic. As an added, and indeed unique
a) faci litate elderly participation in non·threa
tening
touch, the panel of five " teachers" were all over 80 years
learning and social environ ments;
o f age. Plans to hold the first session in their livingroom
b) encour<1ge community awaroness of the vast reserwere dropped when they realized the degree of Interest
voir of knowledge and talent which is found in its
they had aroused . On a cold winter Sunday afternoon,
elderly population;
57 people showed up a1 the local school to hear what
c)
provide
elderly people an opportunity to lake im·
these senior members of this commun ity of 169 had to
portant leader and advisory roles in community·
say.
wide projects;
The results of and response to that "course" were
d) provide a mechanism to utilize and share that
phenomenal. First, the panelists were elated by the op·
knowledge and talent;
portunity to share so much o f their living past with other
e) offer an opportunity to break down segregation and
community members. Second, commu nity members were
ageism which often exists with respec t 10 older
hungry for that type of know ledge. Each of the panelists
citizens;
and many o thers have been Interviewed at length; old
f) provide lhe younger members of a community with
records/papers/arch Ives have been brushed o ff and
opportu nities for learning fro m their elders which
read- all pointing towards the publication o f a book on
are not available through publ ic means;
the history of Olsburg in conjunction with the com·
g) provide creative and innovative programmatic op.
munity's centennial celebration In 1980. The beauty of this
por1un11ies lor senior centers, nutrition sites and
venture is that It provides local elders with a superb op·
other places used by the elderly.
portunity to share their past knowledge and experience
while simu ltaneously drawing people toge ther around
Such activities can be conceptua
li
zed, designed and
common interests who o therwise would have lacked ac·
imp lemented on a very cost·elfec tlve basis. The Olsburg,
cess to one another. The entire preparation of a book (with
Kansas budget IS less than $400.00 per year, and on a
the exception of printing) is being completed as a com·
s tatewide basis In Kansas, the per capita cost of par38
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ticipation is under $8 per year. As stated by Sue Maes In
wo rld. And if this is overly ambitious, one may concl ude
Litz andthe
Sparkman:
vol. 8(1) Full Issue o f a c ommun ity-based education
response to the question " Why does
that the implementation
UFM Educational
model Considerations,
program will at least provide the elderly in your comwo rk?' ', " I think it is because w e do not go out and build a
munity the opport unity of a be tter p face in which to live.
large Insti tution from bricks and mortar, hire expensive instruc tors and charge large fees; rather we work with the
FOOTNOTE
S
people in a town, identify com munity needs and interests,
and create networks for people to learn." The role of the
Lichtman, Jane. Bring Your Own Bag: A Report on Free Univer·
sllles. Washington, O.C., AAH E, 19 73.
elderly in this process as teachers, learners,
rs
organi
ze
and followers cannot be overemphasized .
Rippetoe, Joseph. ··u niver
sity
for Man 1976: A Study of Free
l)n_ivcrsi ty Participation." Socia
l Development Issues. Vol. 1,

Conclusion
In a recent visit with UFM staffers, Gray Panther
Leader Maggie Kuh n noted that " by emphasizing the
problems of the young and old, the confluence o f
liberating forces c an effect social change. Age is a universalizing experience and it ShOuld be shared and then
together we can change the world."' Another saying, from
a source unknown to this author, notes, " Ours will be a
great societ y when the dreams of the old are valued as the
visions o f the young."
This paper has sought to demons trate through com munity-based education, a confluence ol old and young
energ ies, talents and skil ls can take place and change the
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where
8, No. 1 [1980],
Art.we
13 appear to be in a transitional period from
Whether edu.cation, Educational
workConsiderations, Vol. States,
industrial society to what has been variously described as
post-ind ustrial, post-affluent, and post-macho society, '
and leisure must come
ed ucation is still defined mostly in its relation to work.
Education is an activity primarily designed for the young,
with the expectation that the educated young will become
in that order
produc tive members of the labor force. Out of a totall
federa education budget request of $1 6.5 bl Ilion for fiscal
may be seriously
year 198 1, only.$120onmil li or .7% has been requested for
adu lt education.' This focus on Instrumental ed ucation,
questioned.
oriented toward future gratification as through payment

Education
andthe
allocating time
in the future

for wori\, relegates education to a secondary role in a society where the primary orientation for ad ults is toward
work. Fo r youth, education is accepted as a major component of living; for adults, however. education is either considered jus t one o f many alternative uses of discretionary
time after work obligations are completed or it is viewed
as a means to Jmprove one·s position in work. What type
of society we are " posting" into will determine whether
education will emerge as a pri mary delimi tor of time or
whether it w ill remain secondary or even tertiary in its
claim on how societal time is structured.
Viewpoints abou t the future are often dichotomized
into polarities such as optimists vs. pessimists, centralists vs. decentrali
s ts,
or individualists vs. collectivists
.
More useful scenarios might be those characterized by
the ph itosophies of Thomas Hobbes and Ralph Waldo
Emerson. The Hobbesian future would entail such at·
tributes as:
-heightened Individ ual and group competition for in·
come, wealth, position and power;
-increased inequality and concomitant social tension;
-econom ic crises in employment; and
-an expanding urban underclass.
The Emersonian futu re, on the other hand, depicts:
-societal and cultural growth with the human potential movement in the lead;
vesa
·altern ti
to trad itional wotK patterns;
-rejection or intolerance of excess consumption; and
-increased citizen participation, collective consumption and broadened educational opportunities.

By Edith L. Stunkel

In the Hobbesian future, values would revolve around
economic power and leverage; constraint, control and exploftation wou ld be widespread; and relative deprivation
would be acutely
felt
in the Emersonian future
. Values
would be noneconom ic or transcendant to economic
want; friendship, leisure, education and cultural activities
w ould provide substantia
l
grist for the mill of nonmarket
consu mption.

Writing a futuristic article is somewhat akin to de·
scribing an amoeba- the nucleus Is there, but the potenEducatio n will be a factor in either scenario, and its
tial configurations of the perimeter seem to increase exponentially with the length and scope o f the projection. To
possible roles include criiator .o• refle.c tor of these emer
gcontinue the metaphor, the nucleus of this paper is future
ing fu tures. Another ..yay to describe the metaphorical
cohorts of older adults, and the amoebic perimeter is the
amoeba introduc ed above is to contain in lls ~ucleus the
natu re and distribution o f educational opportunity in U.S.
fou r basic components of society: populat
ion; technol·
ogy, resources and values. The perimeter, then, .will be
soc iety.
shaped by the forces of these four components. A fifth
At the lowest common denominator, education is a
way individuals expend their time. In industrial society,
major soc ietal component into which education falls has
time has been reified into a resource which is allocable
been identified by Gappert as "the institutional and orgamuch in the way that labor, capital, and natural resources
nizational arrangements of our soc iety." This fifth compoare. Thus. to state that education is one use of time im· there nent is the amoebic perimeter-its pseudopods. "These
plies that'
pervasive structures are subject to instability and imper·
are alternative uses. The role of ed ucation,
then, cannot be separated from its coexistent altermanence, and their form and nature are plastic in relation
amely,
natives-n
to the other four components. The organizations and insti·
work and leisure. Cu rrently in the United
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tutions of the society .. . are not only
vulnerable
to the Considerations,
novationsvol.would
Litz and
Sparkman: Educational
8(1) Fullbe
Issueunlikely. The relationship between
variables of population, technology, resources, and
education and work would become exaggerated , and the
discrepancy between the k nowledge·demancl
s
from w ork
values; they are also subjec t to social purpose, the public
and knowledge-supply through education would increase,
interest, and planned innovations.":!.
thus exacerbating the social tensions projected to occur.
The Hobbesian future is positioned on the assump·
" It is one task of education Jo enable man to live by and
tion of scarcity-scarcity of natural resources, j obs and
with work, and to derive self-fulfillment in the process.
positions at the top of the pyramid. In this future, ed uca·
One of the di fficulties is that work, ever changing, is orien·
ti on, and particularly post-secondary education, wou Id
lated to the present and future, while education gets Its
have a dual thrust: to prepare those who w ill vie for the
cues mainly from the past."•(emphasis added)
scarce positions at the top with the mental t ools neces·
The impact of the Hobbesian future on cohort s o f
sary for fierce competi tion, and to provide vocational train·
older adults is doloro us to ponder. The linear life pattern
ing to the masses of individuals who will be spread along
of education, work and retirement would become more
the base of the pyramid. Jn the Hobbesian future, there
rig id; scarcity of jobs, real or imagined, would c reate com·
education which, acessive"
may also be a role for " progr
peti tion between young cohorts en tering the labor force
cording to Entwistle " is s till to think in terms of how to
and older ones leaving it.
help the masses, slaves to the conveyor belt, to c ome to
Trend s in lifeti me distribution of education, work and
uc h
terms with thei r experience."'
leisure for men are shown in Chart I. Since 1900, a de·
as the Hobbesian future is essentiall
y
a
Ina sm
c reasing percentage of time spent in work throughout life
projection of current economic rigid ities, educational in·
CHART I
10.0 %
Estimated Lifetime Distribution of Educat ion, Work and Leisure
(U.S. Males.• by Primary
Ac tivity)"

5yrs.

Formal
Education
16.6%
8yrs .

Pre·
School
8.3%
5 yrs.

Formal
Education
14.0%
8.6yrs.

Pre·
School
7.6%
5yrs.

Formal
Education
15.5%
10.5 yrs .

Pre·
School
7.4%
5 yrs.

Formal
Education
18.0%
12.1 yrs.

Pre·
School

Retirement
Work
Average Work Week
53.2 hrs.
Life Expectancy; 48.2 yrs.

& Other

66.6%
32. 1 y rs.

6.5%
3.1 yrs.

65.5%
38.3yrs.

Retirement
&Other
15.0%
9.3 yrs.
1940
Est. Retirement:
5.7 y rs.

Work
62.3%
Average Work Week: 40.5 hrs.
Average Vacation: 1.3 wks .
4 1.4 yrs .
life Expectancy; 66.6 yrs.

Retirement
& Other
14.6%
9.7 yrs.
1960
Est. Retirement:
6.9 yrs.

Work
Average Work Week:
43.9 hrs.
life Expectancy: 61 .2 y rs.

1900

Retirement
Work
Average Work Week: 39.1 hrs.
Average Vacation: 1. 7 wks.
Life Expectancy; 67.1 yrs.

& Other

59.7%
40.1 yrs .

14.8%
1970
9.9 yrs.
Est. Retirement:
7.7yrs.

•"Primary Activity" designates the main activity of a person during normal working hours.
n of Education, Work and Leisure: Research Speculations and
, Lifetime Distributio
From: Fred Best and Barry Stern
Polley lmpl/cation of Changing Life Patterns, 1976, Washington, D.C., Institute for Educational· Leadership.
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Considerations,
1 [1980],
Art. 13 Emersonian-type future allocates the in·
has been shifted to increasing years o Educational
f education
prior to Vol. 8, No. Yet
another
entering the labor force and increasing years in retirec reases in li fetim e leisure in such a way that two distinct
c lasses of c i tizens emerge: "a small
e elit of cyberner,ic
ment. The decrease in percentage o f lifetime education
eng ineers would be responsible for the prodvcti on and
between 1900 and 1940 was the result of a dramatic in·
d istributio~ o f goods, and the remainder of the population
crease in li fe expectancy, Since 1940, however, life ex·
pectancy has remained re 1ative1y constant and the trends
would be limited to consumption. 'The life styles of lhe
majori ty would be oriented t oward a highly (liversifled
in lifetime allocations of work, educat ion and leisure tor
men have been consister)t. If c urrent incom e trans fer
form of expressive behavior-a veritable greening of
America:"' Within this scenario, demand for innovative
polic ies prevail, the demand for increasing ly scarce jobs
predicted in the Hobbesian techno1oglca11y
o riented see·
expressive educat ional opportunities would lead to a wide
variety of alternative structures and methods and the in·
nario will widen the economic gap between workers con·
centrated in the middle and nonwOrkers at ei ther en(I o f
terface 01 the cyberneticists and the consumers could
the lifespan. An additionat pressure on bot h young and o ld
lead to innovative educational technologies. The locus of
will be created by the demographics of an aging popula·
instrumental education might be s hifted to the workplace
itself. leaving the insti tutions o f education as we now
tion and the resultant econom ic demands of a growing re·
tired sector. An ironic result of eliminat
ing
• man(lalory reknow them to cater to the expressive consumers. In this
ti
nt may be the emergence of mandatory work for
scenario, a clear distinction is made between production
·
tl1ose who would have otherwise opted for leisure. Pallia
of goods and delivery of services. While a number of
ve ti measures to mi tigate some ot these tensions might
variations are possible in delineating the economic and
res·
educat
' s " pr ion, og
include programs along the li nes of Entwlstle
social differences among goo<Js and services, education
sl e"
that is, educational programs which are
might be a leader in the shift of the current service " in·
expressive rather than instrumen tal, but which would lose
dust ry" from an instrumental orientation to an expressi ve
their innovative c haracter in light o f their react ive origins.
one. Such a transformation would offset such critics as
J ohn McKnig ht who pointed out the irony of an economy
Although the role of ed ucation in the constraints oi a tu base<J on services: " Full emptoymenl In a serving society
Hotlbesia11 fv re mig ht be best represented by the cell
depends upon more people who are unders tood as
wall of a paramecium, education in the Emerson ian fu ture
tacking,
l . i clisable< <Jeflc enl . .. A society of fully employed
returns U$ 10 the amoeba. Unlike the Hobbesian future,
Increasingly, a
servers needs more people In need
where tl1e form and location ol ed ucation is assumed not
serving society depends on young and o ld people who can
to vary from present modal struc tures, education in the
be defined as problems rather than productive parEmersonlan future Is expected 10 be innovative and di ·
ticipants. The young and the old have become the raw
verse. The table of conten ts of tnis journal gi ves but a
material of a serving economy.""
small sample of the diversity anticipated wi th the Erner·
These are j usl a few of t he alternative futures which
sonian scenario.
can be contemplated, based on past and c urrent trends in
In the Emersonian future, a balance of expressive and
education, work and leisvre. While it may seem we have
ins trumental education would emerge, and both types
been c omparing apples and oranges, i i is just as likely we
wou ld be respected and valued for their unique contribuare dealing with paramecia and amoebae. In the Hob·
tions to social goals. Instrumental education would stlll
· besian futures, alternatives emerge as "either/or" ; inde·
primarily occu r during the pre-labor force years of youth,
pendence or dependence. weal th or poverty, understand·
although flexibility in the linear life pattern would increase
ing or ignorance. In the Emersonian futures the scenarios
educational opportunities for adults of all ages. The
are inc lusive, represen ting " both/and": int erdependence,
prototypal linear li fe pattern .is characterized in Chart II ;
sufficiency, and responsibility
.
While it is enjoyable t o
one al ternative to this pattern, called the cycl ic life plan by
create these scenarios, ii is important to realize that what
Best and Stern, is represen ted in Chart Ill/
we do now as individuals and collectively will create these
fu tures.
One point on which futurists generally agtee is mat
lifespan leisure l ime wil l contin ue to increase. Trie dif·
ferences revolve around how that leisure will be d istrl
FOOTNOTES
buted. As discussed above, Hobbesian- lype futurists pre·
1. Gary Gappert, Post·Affluent America: The Social Economy of
diet a compression of work into the middle years, for a li n·
1he Future. New York, New Viewpoints, 1979.
ear variation of ChariII ; Emersonian-type futurists are
2. U.S.ialSenate Spec
Committee on Aging Memorandum,
open to such arrangements as depicted in Chari Ill, as well
Vol. XII, No. 1. Feb. •. 1980
,
as shortened work weeks, shortened work years (longer
3. Gappert, op. cit., p. 1 L
vacations, job sharing, a growing permanent part- time
4. HarolC Entwistle, alld
Education,
Leisur Work"
e, London,
labor force, sabbatical plans, and phased or g radual re tire·
Rou lledge and Kegan Paul, 1970. p. 7.
ment). This author has elsewhere proposed the abolish·
S. Nels Anderson, Man's Work and Leisur&, Leiden, E.J. Brill
,
ment o f the term retirement• on the bas is that the terms
1974, p. 77.
disability, unemployment, earned or unearned leave better
6. The 1978 Amendment to the Age Discrimination i-n Emdescribe the conditions of post-work leisure for older per·
ployment Act of 1977 removed tile age ceiling for practlc~ lly all
sons. Semantic discrimination is a subtle barrier to infederal empJoyees and raised the protected age to 70 for
creasing options not only for o lder adults but for younger
nearly afl other workers. It is generally anticipated tt'!Ctil the agel
educational opportuni ties are
ones as well . Ins trumenta
70 ceiling will ultimately be removed also.
essentially nonexistent for the person w hose social status
7. Fred Best and Barry Stern, and
"Education.
Leisufe; Work
educationConversel
is virtual
y,
does not entail the possibility of employment
They Come In That Orde(?" Mor\lhfy Labo( Review,
Must
ve
ly denied you nger adults in
Vol. t 00, No. 7, July 1977, p. 8.
a socie ty which does not value leisu re coequal ly wi th work
8. Edith Stvnkel,
sment
" Lei'
Reti Abolish
re
," The Fu1Urist,
Vol. XII I, No. 5, pp. 325·8.
for those cohorts.
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